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Preface

On April 17, 1969, in the height of the Cold War, famed American

accelerator scientist RobertWilson testified in front of the Joint Com-

mittee on Atomic Energy to seek funding for the National Accelera-

tor Laboratory’s mission to study subatomic particles; the building

blocks of nature. When asked by the committee about the value of the

knowledge we’d obtain from this programwith respect to the arms

race rapidly forming between the Soviets and the Americans, Wilson

responded: "�is new knowledge has nothing to do with defending

our country except to help make it worth defending."

Many nights while writing this book, I askedmyself: "Why am I

writing this? What could I, a measly Ph.D. candidate, possibly con-

tribute to the pedagogy of fluid mechanics? Why am I not focusing

on things that will make me obtain my degree faster?" �e answer is

not that my writing contains somemysterious kernel of unknown
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knowledge, or that this monograph is some kind of pedagogical mir-

acle. It is, as Wilson noted, that some things are done for the sake

of making other things worth doing, and that certainly holds true

for this document. I didn’t choose to obtain a Ph.D. to gain some ab-

stract social credential or a cushy job, but to learn the inner workings

of Nature; and to share that knowledge freely and openly with the

curious & interested. In that sense, writing this before I obtain my

doctorate means I am simply getting ahead of myself a little bit—I

hope you, the reader, won’t fault me for it.

Scope& Structure

�is book is the result of a series of lecture notes Iwrotewhile serving

as a teaching assistant for the introductory fluid mechanics course

at Cornell, designed to be read as a complement for introductory

learners of fluidmechanics alongside amore generalized text—many

of which youmay find in the bibliography section at the end of the

text. Itwas created, in part, to address the questions I sawmost often

from my students that the canon of introductory fluid mechanics

textbooks couldn’t answer. What is viscosity, really? Why are the

Navier-Stokes equations so difficult to solve, and how do you derive

them? Why is drag sometimes linear and sometimes quadratic, but

never cubic? In any case, I hope you will find my answers to these
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questions satisfactory.

I begin by discussing the conceptual nature of what we call a

fluid, and how it emerges from collections of uncountably large num-

bers of molecules; followed by a description of the key properties

associated with such fluids which naturally emerge from such a de-

scription. I then discuss the mechanics of unmoving fluids, the role

pressure plays in those mechanics, and how pressure & gravity gen-

erate buoyancy forces on objects within fluids. Afterwards, I discuss

the mathematical tool of control volume analysis, which allows for

a rigorous description of the effect of force fields on the surfaces of

immersed objects, andmotivate its importance by using it to derive

general laws of motion for fluids within closed channels, a subfield

of fluid mechanics known as hydraulics.

Afterwards, I discuss a generalization of control volume analysis

called transport theory, which allows us to formulate fundamental

conservation laws of mass andmomentum for fluids. After a brief

intermezzo where I discuss the notion of a tensor non-rigorously, I

connect the conservation ofmomentum lawwithin a fluid to the cele-

bratedNavier-Stokes equations by exploring the connection between

the properties of the microscopic particles making up a fluid and the

properties of the fluid themselves—a study also known as rheology.

With the Navier-Stokes equation in tow, I discuss its pathology and

why it is usually impossible to solve analytically, and demonstrate
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this by deriving the equations of motion for flow within pipes and

show how they break down as a result of turbulence. I then introduce

the idea of dimensional analysis with the motivation of developing

estimates of the onset of turbulence, and show that the Reynolds

number governs the onset of turbulence in pipe flow.

To conclude, I discuss steady flow past immersed objects and

flow past steadily moving objects, and form approximations to so-

lutions of the Navier-Stokes equations both far from the object (the

far field) and near to it (the near field). While doing so, I derive the

general mathematical forms for irrotational/potential flow as well

as for Stokes/creeping flow, and show the emergence of "paradoxes"

resulting from these approximations. Finally, I discuss the flow in

the region in between the near & far field, referred to sometimes

as the boundary layer, categorize the stages of turbulence in this

type of flow, and derive universal laws of lift & drag for objects of an

arbitrary shape using dimensional analysis.

Eachchapter isprefacedbyartwork related to thefluid-mechanical

concepts contained in that chapter, presented to invite the reader to

analyze it in the context of the chapter’s content. Each chapter also

contains conceptual motivating questions, as well as commentary

comparing the subject coverage in this text to other texts in the liter-

ature and pointing the reader to more specific, detailed texts on the

chapter’s material.
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Fluid Concepts

”�e Beach at Heist", Georges Lemmen.
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Fluid Concepts

Before delving into the study of fluid mechanics—or the study of

anything, really—it’s imperative to look at the underlying assump-

tions we make when we try to analyze the phenomena we wish to

learn about. Namely, what is a fluid, in a conceptual/philosophical

sense? And how does that description of a fluid create other related

concepts that we can observe andmeasure?

For starters, most of the matter we interact with on a daily basis

tends to come in incomprehensibly large clumps of smaller build-

ings blocks called atoms or molecules. �ese clumps can be either

mostly stiff andwith a specific shape, in which case wewould usually

describe the clump as solid, or flowing andwith uncertain, changing

forms, which we would describe as fluid.

In either case, trying to understand the behavior of a single clump

really entails understanding the collective behavior of a hundred sex-

tillion of these building blocks, each performing their own compli-

cated dance through time and space. And if you think that trying

to understand what each of these molecules is doing is effectively

impossible, I’d agree with you! Even though it would be possible to

describe the physics of each of these constituents fairly straightfor-

wardly using models of molecular physics, not even the most power-

ful supercomputer would be able to easily and faithfully obtain the

motion of these molecules from them due to their sheer numbers.

However, this incomprehensible complexity runs contrary to
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Fluid Concepts

most of our daily experiences. I don’t expect my morning coffee

to spontaneously crawl up the side of my cup and spill itself—and if

I were to tilt my cup of coffee, I would reliably see its liquid surface

stay parallel to the ground. Water from the faucet usually comes out

in a steady stream, ketchup bottles doesn’t spontaneously explode

or dissolve, and the oceanmostly stays put where it’s usually been.

In short, the minuscule collective randomness we would expect to

see from these massive assemblies of molecules averages out into

behavior that is fairly uniform and easy to understand at the scales

that we can see and feel.

As a result, the theory of fluids (and solids) is a theory that only

cares about those scales that we can directly experience, and con-

siders those tiny building blocks only when it really needs to. �is

means that the waywemathematically describe large clumps of fluid

matter is as precisely that—continuous clumps. Formally, we refer

to the theory of fluid mechanics as a continuum theory.

In a continuum theory, we usually focus on some abstract blob of

“something” (in this case, matter) distributed over space, which has

some properties that also vary over the space the blob occupies. For

example, the atmosphere can be thought of as a moving continuum

“blob” of air (and other chemicals) whose speed and density changes

as you move around and above the Earth. But this brings up another

question; what properties do we generally care about in a fluid?
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Fluid Concepts

Since the distinguishing characteristic of fluids is motion, surely

you’ll agree that velocity is a property we care about. In the theory

of fluid mechanics, we associate each point in our 3-D space (x, y, z)
in a fluid at a time t with a velocity ~v(x, y, z, t). �is fluid veloc-

ity has three distinct components, vx(x, y, z, t), vy(x, y, z, t), and
vz(x, y, z, t), each representing the speed of the fluid point in the x
/ y / z direction. Its interpretation is straightforward; we expect a

"point" of fluid located at (x, y, z) to move with velocity ~v(x, y, z, t)
at time t. But what does a "point" of fluid evenmean?

Recall that, at the scales we experience, what we think is a "point"

of fluid is actually a huge mess of molecules randomly bouncing

around at a molecular scale. �erefore, in order to make any sense

of this at the continuum scale, we need to somehow "smooth" out

all the molecular unpredictability into something predictable and

measurable at the continuum scale. Luckily, we can do this without

losing toomuch accuracy by selecting some specific volume size that

is very small at the continuum scale, and treating that volume like a

continuum "point". We can then define the properties of that fluid

"point" as an average of the properties of themolecules inside it. �is

is commonly referred to as the continuum approximation, and the

properties we obtain from these averages are called continuum or

fluid properties.
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Fluid Concepts

Figure 01.1: What we describe as a "point" of fluid is actually a group
ofmanymoleculesmoving around randomly inside amolecular-scale
volume. Instead of perceiving each of these molecules’s properties,
we perceive a type of average of these at a given fluid "point".

To be more precise, the properties of fluids we obtain using the

continuum approximation are limits of ratios; ratios of volumes

and the sum of the properties of molecules inside them. To demon-

strate, consider a spherical molecular "net" in a fluid through which

molecules pass in and out. At every instant, the net contains some

well-defined amount of fluid molecules, and therefore some well-

defined total molecular mass. If this net is small at the molecular

scale, random perturbations to the total fluid mass within the net

as a result of molecules moving in and out of it screw up our ability

to define a consistent value of total fluidmass in the net over time.

However, as you make the net bigger and bigger at the molecular

scale—while keeping it point-like in the continuum scale—the ran-
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Fluid Concepts

domness smooths itself out due to the sheer number of molecules,

and one observes a total fluid mass within the net that is only a func-

tion of the net volume. �e ratio of that total fluid mass to the net

volume is called the density ρ(x, y, z, t) of the fluid.

Figure 01.2: Molecules in a fluid randomly move in and out of this
conceptual molecular "net", which is point-like at the continuum
scale. When the net is small at the molecular scale, taking the ratio
of the total molecular mass within the net and the volume of the net
leads to a measurably inconsistent result due to randommolecular
motion. When the net is sufficiently big, this ratio settles into a
consistent value we call the fluid’s density.

Likewise, we could do the same thought experiment but now

counting up the energy of the fluid molecules in the net, specifically

considering the energy coming from the unpredictable back-and-
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Fluid Concepts

forth motions of molecules at the nanoscale. As the net becomes

bigger, the ratio of the total energy divided by the net volume ap-

proximates a kind of molecular energy density usually referred to as

pressure p(x, y, z, t). �is is unrelated to the energy frommotion of

fluid "points" at the continuum scale; pressure is entirely molecular.

Finally, as youmight expect, the velocity of a fluid point is simply

the average velocity of the molecules within a molecular net of the

appropriate size. Interestingly, although each individual molecule

possesses a decent instantaneous velocity from randommolecular

motion, it turns out that the average velocity (i.e. the fluid velocity)

of a group of molecules is very often quite low in comparison. As a

result, almost all molecular motion is irrelevant to fluidmotion. �is

doesn’t mean that what happens at the molecular scale is completely

disconnected fromwhat happens at the continuum scale, though; it

just means that we should be able to describe most of what we see in

fluid mechanics using only the averaged, continuum properties we

described above.

�is trinity of properties associated with points of fluid—fluid

velocity, density, and pressure—are usually all we need in elementary

fluid mechanics to be able to describe the motion of fluids. As a

result, we expect the chief enterprise of any fluid mechanician to be

describing how each of these properties is related to each other, and

how things external to a fluid (forces, etc.) change them.
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Fluid Concepts

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. How can you preemptively check if the continuum approxima-

tion is appropriate? Can you think of some "measure" of how

good it is?

3. Can you think of other useful fluid properties you could obtain

using the porous sphere technique detailed above?

4. Why does it make sense to assume that the properties of many

similar, randomly-movingmolecules average out to something

non-random? Does this arise from a physical phenomenon, or

a mathematical one?

5. Howwould you try to estimate themolecular energy of a group

ofmolecules? Are there other concepts inphysics&engineering

that could help you do that?

6. Can youmake any guesses as to how some continuum proper-

ties affect each other based on their molecular equivalents?
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Fluid Concepts

7. From an experimental perspective, can you think of any rea-

son why this definition of fluid properties is convenient? How

would you as an experimentalist measure them?

Further Reading&Context

A simple physical introduction to the continuum approximation and

to the distinctions between different states of matter can be found

in [5], and in a more rigorous but limited sense in [34]. More ad-

vanced treatments of the connection between the molecular and

macroscopic scales in fluids can be found in [46][18][15]. A compre-

hensive description of the use of molecular-scale physics to simulate

fluids is given in [1], and amore theoretical perspective onmolecular

approaches to modeling fluids can be found in [25]. Nearly all fluid

mechanical textbooks (see [34] [18] [47] [33]) define pressure as a force

per unit area applied by a fluid rather than as an energy density, likely

in order to avoid any conflicts generated by differences in definitions

of pressure in advanced thermodynamical contexts—I take no such

caution. See [3] or [34] for a nice introduction to such issues.

Often, scientists are interested in fluid physics occurring at a

regime where macroscale fluid properties are good descriptors of

behavior but where microscopic, random phenomena are appar-

ent—such regimes are discussed well in [59][23].
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Pressure &Hydrostatics

“Still Life with Lemon", Henri Matisse.
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

If our objective as fluid mechanicians is to understand how pres-

sure, density, and velocity are related, we should then begin to look

at simple examples of fluid mechanical phenomena to get a sense

of how these properties interact with each other and with external

forces—and in particular, how pressure and external forces interact.

Phenomenologically, it’s important to note that the amount of

molecular energy present in some sample of fluid molecules is hu-

mongous here on Earth—even in fluids which are completely at rest

at the continuum scale. As a result, fluid molecules tend to be pretty

good at distributing themselves locally in a way that minimizes that

molecular energy. And thanks to all the pushing and pulling between

molecules, they tend to rapidly space themselves out so consistently

that we can usually always define the number of particles in a given

fluid point—and quantities connected to it, like density—as an exclu-

sive function of the molecular energy density/pressure of that point.

In short, ρ = ρ(p).
�is may lead you to believe that applying a force to a fluid will

lead to a change in its density. However, the amount of energy you

are giving to a fluid molecule by applying a continuum-scale force

to it is positively meager in comparison to the molecular energy the

molecule already possesses through pressure. As a result, external

forces and other continuum-scale effects almost never alter the den-

sity of afluid—theyusually just trigger continuum-scalefluidmotion
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

precisely so that the fluid can preserve its density. �is assumption

or property of most fluids is usually referred to as incompressib-

lity, and it causes the pressure to be uniquely defined solely by the

requirement that the density be the same everywhere.

An everyday example of this can be found in a glass of water. Ev-

ery point of water in the cup is feeling an identical downwards force

density ~f , proportional to the density of the point and the gravita-

tional constant (~f = ρ~g), which we assume is the same everywhere.

For future reference, a force distributed through a fluid like this is

commonly referred to as a body force. So if Newtonianmechanics

holds, then how are those points of water not moving? Why doesn’t

all the water simply accumulate into a highly dense thin film at the

bottom of the cup?

Common sense indicates that another force, namely a molecular

force, needs to be countering gravity in order for the water in the

cup to retain its density: ρ~g + ~fmolecular = 0. �is molecular force is

coming from pressure—the molecular energy density of the water is

redistributing itself to ensure the density stays the same. �is redis-

tribution causes gradients in pressure that manifest as continuum

force densities, leading us to obtain the force balance equation for

fluids not in motion, or the hydrostatic equation:

~f +∇p = 0 (in general)
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

ρ~g +∇p = 0 (when the external force is gravity)

Heuristically, this means that pressure increases in the direction

of forces for static fluids. Noting gravity points "downwards", this is

why deep-sea divers can’t go too far down into the ocean without a

submersible (they’d get crushed by the increased pressure/molecular

energy of the water) and why astronauts wear full-body suits (our

bodies’ molecular energy would get dumped out into the very low-

pressure environment of space).

But body forces aren’t the only way forces can influence a fluid; we

should also consider the influence from external forces that, rather

than being distributed through a fluid like gravity, are concentrated

on solid surfaces in contact with the fluid (which is how a cup holds

water). �ese surface forces are a little trickier to interpret, but easy

to describe with the right conceptual machinery.

Consider a point of fluid located right at the bottom of a cup,

in contact with a tiny patch of cup. �e point itself isn’t moving,

but the molecules within the point are—and something needs to

compensate for the lack of fluid points below the one of interest to

ensure the fluid point doesn’t move. �at compensation is coming

from an increase of molecular energy inside that patch of cup to

"match" the point’s surroundings. �at increase, and its effect in

ensuring the fluid point remains stationary, can be mathematically

represented as a local force per area pointing into the fluid with the
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

samemagnitude as the local pressure
(
|~ts| = p

)
.

Figure 02.1: In a fluid point at the bottomof the cup,molecules under
the influence of gravity bounce around against their neighboring
fluid points and a tiny patch of cup. �e neighboring pressure keeps
the particles fromwandering up or sideways, while a surface force
from the cup patch keeps the particles frommoving downwards due
to gravity.

We can call that local force per area a surface traction, contact

pressure, or simply a traction; there isn’t really a standard clear name

for the concept, andmany sources incorrectly refer to it as pressure

without making the distinction between the local force per unit area

and its molecular source.

To humanity’s benefit, this principle of induced surface forces

due to pressure works both ways: if we impose a surface force on a

fluid, a static fluid will locally increase its pressure by the magnitude
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

of that force per unit area to compensate. �is bidirectional principle

lets usmanipulate forces acting on objects in usefulways, all ofwhich

are variations of the following sequence of phenomena:

1. An object imposes a net force on a fluid, in the form of a force

per unit area distributed over a surface.

2. �e surface force generates a pressure increase throughout the

fluid.

3. �e extra pressure is transmitted as a force per unit area onto

another object with a different surface area, leading to a differ-

ent net force acting on that second object.

�e field of engineering that utilizes this force-multiplying princi-

ple to solve problems (among many other fluid-mechanical tools)

is called hydraulics, and has many applications throughout varying

fields of science & technology. Notable examples include hydraulic

jacks, hydraulic suspensions, hydraulic presses, etcetra.

�e arguments we’vemade here are quite general, but don’t really

account for what happens when the traction acting on a surface isn’t

the same everywhere. To understand what happens in that situation,

we’ll need to look at one of the first great scientific discoveries of fluid

mechanics; buoyancy.
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

Figure 02.2: A bug and a car are placed on two ends of a hydraulic jack.
�e bug’s weight induces a force per unit area on the fluid, increasing
its pressure. �is pressure increase multiplied by the surface area of
the large piston is enough to balance the weight of the large car.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. �inkof somesimple examplesof forcefields andcalculate/infer

what the pressure distribution they induce in a still fluidmight

look like. Can you think of any force field that leads to nonsense

pressure results? What would that mean?

3. Can you think of away todeterminewhen the incompressibility
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

assumption is correct? What properties would you need to

know? Can you think of a "metric" to determine how correct

the assumption is?

4. If you heat up a liquid in a kettle or frying pan, you would

usually reduce its density quite noticeably. How does this not

contradict the statement that external continuum forces don’t

affect fluid densities?

5. Solids can store energy in molecular bonds when pushed or

pulled, behaving in a way similar to a tiny bunch of connected

springs. How is this behavior different from the behavior of a

fluid? How is it similar?

6. Why isn’t the density of a fluid a function of the fluid velocity,

especially if we stated well-defined densities occurs as a result

of molecular motion?

7. Can you think of a way to mathematically derive that |~ts| = p?

What would you need to consider?

8. What are the units of pressure, and it is a scalar or a vector?

What are the units of traction, and is it a scalar or a vector? Can

you think of reasons why people might confuse the two?
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Pressure & Hydrostatics

9. Canyou thinkof someapplications for the conceptofhydraulics

described above? Are there any you can identify that have al-

ready beenmade?

Further Reading&Context

�e dependence of density on pressure is a common topic in ther-

modynamics textbooks, particularly in stationary gases—a general

introduction to the subject can be found in [62] amongmany others.

�e description (and justification) of incompressibility shown here

is similar to that presented in [5]. Most textbooks define pressure a

priori as a surface traction ([34][18][47][33][49][53]), as a result of the

fact that pressure as a thermodynamic concept fails to connect to its

mechanical counterpart in perfectly incompressible (and therefore

unreal) fluids—see [3], [51] or [34] for a discussion of this. �is is not

a problem, as incompressibility is always regarded in this text as an

approximation. An entropic construction of the notion of pressure

can be found in [62]. Introductory treatments to the fundamentals

of flow that is compressible can be found in [2], [49], [53], [72], and

[42] amongmany others.
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Buoyancy

“�eGreatWave off Kanagawa", Katsushika Hokusai.
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Buoyancy

With a decent understanding of hydrostatics and the way pressure

and forces interact under our belt, we can then begin to ask some

important questions about howobjects react to the presence of fluids.

For example, how do I know if a boat will sink or float? Is thinking

about sinking and floating the only thing I need to thinking about

when I’m designing a boat?

To be able to answer those questions, we need to recall the exam-

ple we saw before of the fluid point at the bottom of the cup. �ere,

we saw that a surface force ~fs of the same magnitude as the pres-

sure within the fluid point ensures that the fluid point remained

stationary. �is fact turns out to generalize for any interface between

two continuum objects, be they solid or fluid; at every point of the

interface between two continua, there is a traction with magnitude

equal to the pressure at that point, pointing perpendicular to the

interface in the direction of the continua of interest. �is is what we

saw in the cup example— in that scenario, our continuum of interest

was actually the water, and the cup was exerting a traction on the

fluid point proportional to its local pressure |~ts| = p.

�is concept allows us to understand & calculate the hydrostatic

forces acting on an object embedded in a fluid through the following

analysis:

1. Determine the pressure distribution of the fluid.
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Buoyancy

Figure 03.1: A solid sphere submerged in a cup of water experiences a
traction at every point on its surface, which is pointing perpendicular
to the surface at that point, and with magnitude equal to the fluid
pressure at that point.

2. Determine the interface between the continuum of interest

and the fluid.

3. Determine the pressure of the fluid at the interface.

4. Calculate the pressure-induced traction at each point on the

interface.

5. "Add up" (integrate) those tractions to get the total hydrostatic

force on the object.

We can express this last step of the process succinctly usingmathe-

matical language:
~Fb =

∫
A
~ts dA
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Buoyancy

�is procedure involves applying tools from vector calculus, which

beginning practitioners of fluid mechanics might find daunting.

Luckily, we can obtain the total buoyancy force on any object embed-

ded in a static liquid on Earth without having to do so. In short, the

buoyancy force on an object in a fluid is always equal to the weight of

the fluid it displaces, and always points up. �is is mathematically

represented as Archimedes’ law:

~Fb = −ρVdisplaced~g

For the sake of ideological consistency, we can showhowArchimedes’

simple law is derived from the more complicated vector calculus

process of adding up tractions described above. �is relies chiefly on

the fact that the pressure distribution in a given static fluid on Earth

is essentially always the same, stemming from the solution to the

equation∇p = ρ~g we derived in Chapter II. Since the gravitational

force points strictly downwards, and~g has a constant magnitude, we

can simply integrate with respect to the "depth" direction z to find

that the pressure field is

p = p0 + ρ|~g|z

where p0 represents the pressure at the surface of the fluid and z

represents the depth of the fluid at which the fluid point is located.

Clearly, the pressure of a fluid point here only depends on its

depth within the fluid. As a result, horizontal pressure-induced
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Buoyancy

tractions that act on the surface of an object in such a fluid must

cancel out, since a pressure-induced traction on the "left" side of the

object will inevitably be canceled by traction on the "right" side with

the same net magnitude.

Nowconsider a cube of side lengthawithin the fluid. Its interface

is determined by six distinct surfaces; the top, bottom, and four sides.

Because the traction on the side surfaces must necessarily cancel by

the argument above, the only contributions to the buoyancy force are

going to come from the top and bottom, in which the tractions are

uniform but distinct.

�erefore, the total traction on the cube is just the difference in

tractions between the top and bottom of the cube, multiplied by the

area over which they act:

~Fb =
∫
A
~ts dA = a2~ttop + a2~tbottom

~Fb · ŷ = a2(p0 + ρ|~g|zbottom)− a2(p0 + ρ|~g|ztop)

~Fb · ŷ = a2ρ|~g|(zbottom − ztop)

~Fb · ŷ = a3ρ|~g| = Vcubeρ|~g|

Because this force is additive in the volume, and because every solid

body can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy as a combination of

sufficiently small cubes,wehave by consequencederivedArchimedes’

law for arbitrarily shaped solid objects. Voilà!
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Buoyancy

Figure 03.2: Frontal view of a submerged cube with side length a
and the pressure-induced tractions it feels. From symmetry, the
tractions on the sides are equal and opposite, and the net buoyancy
force comes from the difference in tractions between the top and
bottom of the cube.

�is begs the question; why bother thinking about this in a way

that requires vector calculus if we don’t need it to calculate the buoy-

ancy force? Luckily, the answer is simple—rotation!

�ink of a cylinder wrapped in string. If you pull the string on

both sides with equal and opposite force, the center of mass will

surely remain stationary by virtue of Newton’s law, but the cylinder

as a whole will spin about its axis. Clearly, just the total force on an

object doesn’t paint the whole picture of how the cylinder moves;

the location of those forces on the object also matters! And since we
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don’t want our boats to spontaneously capsize aswe sail on the ocean,

understanding this phenomenon is imperative for any practical ap-

plication of buoyancy.

Figure 03.3: A cylinder wrapped in string is pulled on opposite ends
by equal and opposite forces. Although the cylinder’s center of mass
doesn’t move due to zero net force, the cylinder spins due to a torque
equal to the sum of the moments induced by the forces.

In essence, hydrostatic pressure-induced tractions don’t only in-

duce a net buoyancy force ~Fb on an immersed object, but a buoyancy

torque ~τb as well. And unlike the buoyancy force, we don’t really have

a neat torque version of Archimedes’ law that lets us calculate this

buoyancy torque without using vector calculus. As a result, we find

the process of calculating it nearly identical to the original process of
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determining the net buoyancy force:

1. Determine the pressure distribution of the fluid.

2. Determine the interface between the continuum of interest

and the fluid.

3. Determine the pressure of the fluid at the interface.

4. Calculate the pressure-induced traction torques (~r×~ts) at each
point on the interface.

5. "Add up" (integrate) those traction torques to get the total hy-

drostatic torque on the object.

We can again list out this last step succinctly using mathematical

language:

~τb =
∫
A
~rcm × ~ts dA

where~rcm represents the position of the point being analyzed relative

to the object’s center of mass.

As it turns out, this process of summing up small contributions

through integration is a critical tool in all areas of fluid mechanics,

which we shall soon observe.

�ings to�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?
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2. Howwould you determine if an object will sink or float? How

would you determine if an object will spin when it either sinks

or floats, and in which direction?

3. A static, floating object is always partially submerged in the liq-

uid below it. Can you determine the volume of the submerged

part of the object using the techniques above? (Ignore air, then

ask yourself why you could do that.)

4. �ink of the pressure-induced traction distribution on a trian-

gle. Convince yourself that the horizontal tractions cancel out.

Which way would the triangle spin if it floats? Is it the same

direction if it sinks?

5. Use the result above to justify why boat hulls look the way they

do. Try to think of reasons for the design of boat hulls in general

(shape, length, width, depth, etcetra).

6. If an object possesses a uniform identical density to water, it

will neither sink nor float—its center ofmass simply remaining

stationary. In this scenario, could it rotate due to hydrostatic

forces?
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Further Reading&Context

�e treatment of buoyancy forces and derivation of Archimedes’ law

discussed here is essentially equivalent to that in most introductory

textbooks that speak on the subject ([33][5][30][21][2]). Discussions

on buoyancy torques are far more scarce, but are discussed in the

context of submerged object stability in [30] and [21] in greater detail

than in this text. �e reader should be aware that some fluidmechan-

ical textbooks do not feature any descriptive content on buoyancy

and Archimedes’ principle ([34][38][3]).
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“�e Source", Francis Picabia.
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As we showed previously, the idea of adding up small contributions

on a surface is a powerful concept in fluid mechanics. As a matter of

fact, studying the way that moving fluids apply forces to objects also

relies on this principle, and we can promptly use the techniques we

saw utilized for buoyancy to this purpose.

To do so, consider an imaginary surface enclosing some amount

of unmoving fluid, through which fluid could potentially move in

and out of—very similar conceptually to the "net" we discussed in

Chapter 1. �is surface, and the volume it encloses, is commonly

referred to as a control volume. Just like a solid object submerged in

a fluid, the fluid inside of the surface feels a net force as a result of the

contributions from the pressure-induced tractions on the imaginary

surface bounding it. In addition, the fluid can also feel net forces

due to force densities distributed inside of it, like gravity. Stating

this mathematically,

~F =
∫
V
~b dV +

∫
A
~t dA

where~b represents the force densities within the fluid.

Let’s take a look at a quick example of using this equation by

analyzing static fluid in a pipe floating in space. Let’s say that the

pressure at one end of our control volume in the pipe is p1, and the

pressure at the other end is p2. Since there isn’t any gravity to worry

about (thanks space!), the only forces acting on the fluid are the
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pressure-induced tractions acting on the surface of the control vol-

ume. If these pressures are different, a net force acts on the fluid

inside the control volume—causing it to flow. As you might have

expected, we’ve proved something that is usually intuitive for most;

differences in pressure within a fluid, in the absence of countering

forces, generate fluid flow.

Figure 04.1: Pressure-induced tractions act on a volume of fluid in a
pipe, which is described by a control volume. If the pressures are not
equal, the fluid within the control volume experiences a net force,
causing it to flow.

But forces aren’t the only thing we can analyze with this trick. In

fact, we can use this technique to analyze the change of essentially

any net property within a control volume!

For example, take into consideration another control volume sur-

rounding a pipe, again in space, filled with amoving fluid containing

Chemical X. How would you determine if the amount of Chemical X

within the control volume is accumulating (or decreasing) over time,

and by howmuch? Well, there are only two possible ways through
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which the chemical can enter/exit the control volume; if it was some-

how being spontaneously created within the pipe, and by moving

into or out of the pipe section. Writing this downmathematically,

you’d get the following equation for the rate of change of the mass of

chemical X in the control volume over time:

∂mX

∂t
= ṁXgenerated + ṁXmoving in − ṁXmoving out

where the dots indicate a rate of change over time. �is equation

is fairly useless in its current form, but comingupwith specific forms

for each termwill lead to some useful expressions.

Because Chemical X might not be generated in a uniform way

within the control volume, thefirst term in the equation above should

actually be the sum of a bunch of tiny contributions within the con-

trol volume, each generating (or destroying) some small amount of

Chemical X at each fluid point. In other words, the net amount of

Chemical X generated or destroyed in the control volume over time

comes from adding up changes in the density of Chemical X at each

point inside of the fluid volume. Such a contribution is usually called

a generation, reaction, or more generally a source, in allusion to the

fact that they represent sources (or sinks) of production of a quantity.

Regarding the other two terms,whichdetermine the rate ofmove-

ment of Chemical X into the control volume, we again find that they

come from adding up small contributions of Chemical X, this time
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moving into or out of points on the surface of the control volume.

�ese small contributions are usually referred to as fluxes (or occa-

sionally flux densities), and are usually mathematically represented

with the symbol~j.

To calculate these, we first need to determine the amount of mov-

ing Chemical X at a given point, which occurs as a result of two

distinct physical processes. �e first is advective flux, which is due

to Chemical X flowing into (or out of) a point along with the fluid its

immersed in; this is just the density ρX of Chemical X at the point,

multiplied by the velocity of the fluid at that point ~v. �e second is

diffusive flux, which is a type of motion we haven’t discussed pre-

viously, which is when molecules of Chemical X spread out from

randommotion to eliminate gradients in the density of Chemical X,

independently from the fluid’s flow. �is flux is calculated by multi-

plying the negative gradient of Chemical X at a point,−∇ρX, with a
constantDX commonly referred to as a diffusivity.

But to determine howmuch of that movement is going in or out

of the control volume, we need to add some kind of extra quantifier

that makes the flux contribution zero if the movement is parallel to

the surface, positive if the movement is going into the volume, and

negative if themovement is going out of the volume. Mathematically,

we do this by taking the velocity vector at a point on the surface

and dot-producting it with a unit normal vector, which always has a
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magnitude of 1 (hence unit) and is defined to be always pointing out

of the surface of the control volume (hence normal). Doing this has

the nifty benefit that we don’t have to worry about distinguishing

which terms represent movement into the control volume and which

represent flow out; the dot product takes care of that for us.

Figure 04.2: A control volume is generated in a section of pipe con-
taining fluid with Chemical X.�e total amount of Chemical X in the
pipe changes only as a result of two things; the creation/destruction
of Chemical X within the pipe (sources/sinks), and the movement of
Chemical X into/out of the pipe (fluxes).

Finally, we note that the total mass of Chemical X inside the con-

trol volume can be calculated by summing up all the density contribu-

tions within the control volume. With this in mind, and combining

all of these expressions, we get the following equation:

∂

∂t

∫
V
ρX dV =

∫
V

dρX
dt

dV −
∫
A

(
~jX · n̂

)
dA

∂

∂t

∫
V
ρX dV =

∫
V

dρX
dt

dV−
∫
A
ρX (~vX · n̂) dA+

∫
A
DX (∇ρX · n̂) dA
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�is first equation is commonly referred to as the Reynolds trans-

port theorem, and it is incredibly general—so let’s put this equation’s

usefulness to the test! Consider a pipe in space again, but this time

filled with moving water, and with inlets and outlets of different

cross-sectional surface. Let’s say we’ve been running water through

this pipe for a relatively long time, so nothing within the pipe is

changing. Let’s also assume that water is incompressible, so the den-

sity of water is the same everywhere. Can wemake any statements

about the speed of water coming out of the pipe relative to the speed

of water coming in?

We can try to do so by performing a control volume analysis

around the pipe. Doing so, we find the following:

1. �e mass of water inside the pipe isn’t changing, since we’ve

been running it for a long time: ∂∂t
∫
V ρX dV = 0

2. Water isn’t being generated or destroyed in the pipe through a

chemical reaction or anything like that: ∫V dρX
dt dV = 0

3. �e velocity of the water is always pointing either directly into

or out of the pipe: ~vinlet · n̂ = −v1, ~voutlet · n̂ = v2

4. �e water is incompressible, so the water’s density at the inlet

and outlet are the same and there aren’t any density gradients

anywhere: ρinlet = ρoutlet = ρ,∇ρ = 0
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Plugging all of this in, we find:

∂

∂t

∫
V
ρ dV =

∫
V

dρ

dt
dV −

∫
A

(
~j · n̂

)
dA

0 = −
∫
A
ρ (~v · n̂) dA

0 = −
∫
inlet ρinlet (~vinlet · n̂) dA −

∫
outlet ρoutlet (~voutlet · n̂) dA

0 = ρ
(∫
inlet v1 dA −

∫
outlet v2 dA

)
∫
inlet v1 dA =

∫
outlet v2 dA

Take a look at that; it turns out that the integral of the water’s speed

over the inlet has tomatch the speed integral over the outlet! Roughly

speaking, thatmeans thatwhen you have a pipewith steadily flowing

water whose inlet is larger than its outlet, the average water speed

at the outlet will be bigger than at the inlet. �is is why putting

your thumb over your sink’s faucet will cause the water to shoot out

quickly! A device that exploits this speed-changing phenomenon in

engineering is called a nozzle, and you can find one in just about

anything that involves fluids flowing inside of something.
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Figure 04.3: In order for fluid to not accumulate within a nozzle, the
integrals of speed over the area of the inlet/outlet need to match,
which causes fluid at the nozzle outlet to be generally faster than
fluid at the nozzle inlet.

Let’s conclude by considering what happens if we use the con-

cepts above to construct an equation for the rate of change of the

momentum ~P of the fluid inside a control volume:

1. �e net momentum inside the control volume ~P is the sum of

contributions of momentum density ρ~v within it, and so the

rate of change of momentum in the control volume is equal to

the rate of change of those contributions:
∂ ~P

∂t
=

∫
V

∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

dV

2. Momentum is generated or destroyed inside of the control
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volumeonly as a result of body forceswithin the control volume,

per Newton’s second law:
∫
V

d (ρ~v)
dt

dV =
∫
V
~b dV

3. Momentummoves into the control volume throughmomen-

tum density fluxes on points on the surface, either through

directly imposed tractions on the surface, or momentum den-

sity flowing&diffusing in:−
∫
A
ρ~v (~v · n̂) dA−

∫
A

(~j[ρ~v]
diff ·n̂)dA+∫

A
~t dA. I’m keeping the explicit mathematical form of the dif-

fusivemomentumdensity flux term,
(
~j

[ρ~v]
diff · n̂

)
, hidden for now.

All you need to know now is what the term represents.

Putting everything together, we find an equation that tells us how the

momentumof a control volume changes under the effects of external

forces and fluid flow:

∂ ~P

∂t
=

∫
V
~b dV +

∫
A
~t dA−

∫
A

(
~j

[ρ~v]
diff · n̂

)
dA−

∫
A
ρ~v (~v · n̂) dA

�at last term is indicating to us that fluid flow can induce forces! It’s

also telling us that fluid flow can induce changes in the momentum

of the control volume that contains it—to see this in action, just

consider some kind of device (in space again, to ignore gravity) that is

shooting out incompressible fluid at some constant velocity~v directly

behind it. Making a control volume analysis around the device, we

find that the change of the momentum of the object has to be
∂ ~P

∂t
=

−
∫
A
ρ~v|~v| dA, which pushes the device in the opposite direction of
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the fluid’s speed. Using a fluid to induce movement in this way is

commonly referred to as jet propulsion, and the device itself can be

referred to as a jet (or more arguably, a rocket).

Figure 04.4: A jet/rocket shoots out fluid behind it. Because the fluid
is carrying momentum away from the control volume, the fluid in
the control volume experiences a net force in the opposite direction,
pushing the jet/rocket forward.

Hearkening back to our conclusion in Chapter 1, the control vol-

ume analysiswe’ve performedhere is letting us understand the differ-

ent ways pressure, velocity, and density affect each other in a variety

of different specific contexts. And to verify its utility,we should spend

some time applying this analysis towards the principal engineering

application of fluid mechanics; hydraulics.
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�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. What happens when you include gravity in the examples? Does

anything change?

3. Why is the diffusive flux proportional to the negative of the

gradient of the diffusing quantity?

4. Say you wanted to design a jet/rocket, and were trying to maxi-

mize the amount of force your jet/rocket experiences. Does it

benefit you to use a nozzle? If so, what kind? Try to figure it

out with control volume analysis.

5. Could you use that last equation to get an estimate for the kind

of motion a pressure difference across a pipe induces? What

would you need to consider?

6. Can you try to use the techniques above to derive an equation

for the net torque on a fluid in a control volume? What would

each term represent?
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7. Let’s say you shoot a stream of water horizontally onto a wall,

and the wall deflects the water straight up and down in two

identical streams. Howmuch force is the wall experiencing?

Further Reading&Context

Control volumes are ubiquitous in the fields of fluid mechanics and

heat transfer, and can be found discussed in [33], [21], [3], [49], [53],

[34] and [72] amongmany others. Similarly, the Reynolds transport

theorem is discussed in many fluids textbooks ([3][33][21][3][49][72],

[53][3], etc.) in the context of deriving the equations of fluid dynam-

ics, although some books ([47][37][38]) refer to it indirectly as "differ-

entiation under the integral sign". �is textbooks deviates frommany

others in that it does not discuss the notion of Eulerian/Lagrangian

formulations or the idea of a material derivative—called differenti-

ation following the fluid in [47][37][5]—which I avoid to minimize

mathematical confusion. Discussions of these can be found in [33],

[34], [21], and [3], as well as the books listed immediately above.

�e phenomenon of diffusion is only briefly mentioned in this

text, and not discussed in any detail—the reader is encouraged to

see [16], [7] or [54] for a comprehensive description of the role of

diffusive fluxes in fluid dynamics and related fields, particularly

chemical engineering.
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“Aqueduct Near Rome", �omas Cole.
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�e concept of control volume analysis we developed to analyze the

way pressure, velocity, and density interact in fluids is surprisingly

powerful. And in fact, such an analysis—coupled with a little bit of

experimental data—forms the backbone of nearly all engineering

applications of fluid mechanics. �e simplest example of this, and

certainly the most ubiquitous, is in hydraulics.

We had briefly seen hydraulics at the end of Chapter 2, where

things likehydraulic jacks exploited the relationshipof external forces

and pressure. However, the study of hydraulics is far broader than

that; in a nutshell, hydraulics is the field of engineering that exploits

or manipulates enclosed fluids. �e critical distinction between then

and now is that we were exclusively looking at fluids that weren’t

moving, where the only thing we could manipulate was the pressure.

Now that we have the machinery of control volume analysis, we can

explore the full gamut of hydraulic phenomena that involve both

pressure and velocity.

Let’s consider a section of pipe again, this time filled with a mov-

ing incompressible fluid (so the density is constant everywhere). If

we perform a control volume analysis for the mass of fluid inside

the pipe section, and assume that the pipe flow has been running

sufficiently long such that the total fluid mass in the pipe doesn’t

change, we find as we did in Chapter 4 that
∫
inlet v1 dA =

∫
outlet v2 dA.

And althoughwedon’t knowhow the velocity changes at each point of
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the inlet/outlet—we don’t have the mathematical machinery for that

yet—we can define some average speeds at the inlet/outlet of the pipe

〈vi〉 such that those integrals turn into simple multiplications, with
the assumption that all the flow at the inlet/outlet is perpendicular

to the pipe cross-section. With that, we find the following equation:

〈v1〉A1 = 〈v2〉A2

Although this is just a simplified and specific version of the conserva-

tion of mass equation we derived in Chapter 4, it is also what I like to

call the first fundamental equation of hydraulics. It is fundamental

because it is giving us a very simple and straightforward statement

about the behavior of fluids that is very useful for engineering ap-

plications: the change of fluid speed between two ends of a steady

hydraulic system involving incompressible fluids depends only on

the geometry of that system.

�is is relatively shocking, since one would certainly expect that

pressure or gravity or external forces would play some kind of role

in speeding up or slowing down the fluid. �e fact of the matter is

that they do, but only while the system is in the process of becoming

steady; once flow is constant, the geometry determines flow speeds.

�e imperative thing to do now is to determine whether or not such

a steady flow is attainable in a given system, and for that we need to

figure out what’s happening with the pressure.
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To that end, if we perform a control volume analysis for the mo-

mentum of the fluid in that same pipe, we find in a general sense:

∂ ~P

∂t
=

∫
V
~b dV +

∫
A
~t dA−

∫
A

(
~j

[ρ~v]
diff · n̂

)
dA−

∫
A
ρ~v (~v · n̂) dA

We can be farmore specific now thanwewere in Chapter 4. However,

we are going to consider an extra effect we didn’t consider before; a

momentum loss term ~H. �ismomentum loss term is going to be ex-

tremely general, and is essentially accounting for all the phenomena

that we don’t have the tools to understand yet; friction, turbulence,

recirculation zones, etcetra. With that stated, wemake the following

assumptions:

• Tractions on the inlet/outlet are pressure-induced.

• �e only body force on the pipe section is gravity.

• �e system has been inmotion for a long time, so everything

in the pipe section is in equilibrium (∂ ~P∂t = 0).

• �e pipe section is relatively straight, such that defining a flow

direction x̂ through the pipe makes sense.

• All forces perpendicular to the pipe inlet/outlet, and all trac-

tions acting on pipe surfaces that aren’t the pipe inlet/outlet,

are balanced out by forces from the pipe itself (i.e. the solid

structure surrounding the fluid).
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• Diffusive momentum fluxes at the inlet/outlet are meager in

comparison to the advective fluxes.

• �emomentum loss term is always opposite to the flow direc-

tion, and always represents a loss ( ~H · x̂ < 0)

�is makes our expression a bit cleaner when we take the dot

product with the flow direction x̂:

0 = −| ~H| +
∫
V
ρ (~g · x̂) dV −

∫
A
pn̂ · x̂ dA−

∫
A
ρ~v (~v · n̂) · x̂ dA

Defining average quantities just like we did before, we can swap out

those integrals with products:

0 = −| ~H| + ρ~g · x̂V + 〈p1〉A1 − 〈p2〉A2 + ρ〈v1〉2A1 − ρ〈v2〉2A2

To simplify the gravitational term, the volume V of the pipe section

can be reasonably approximated as the average cross-sectional area

of the inlet/outlet times the pipe length. Combining that with the

dot-product term and doing some behind-the-scenes algebra, we

can equivalently approximate the gravitational term as:

ρ (~g · x̂)V ≈ ρ|~g|A1 + A2
2

L cos θ = ρ|~g|A1 + A2
2

(z1 − z2)

where each z represents the height of the center of the inlet/outlet

relative to some fixed point, like the ground.
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Figure 05.1: A control volume analysis over a hydraulic pipe section;
each distinct contribution is in a different color. Gravitational body
forces are in brown, pressure-induced tractions are in yellow, advec-
tive momentum fluxes are in black. �emomentum loss, in green,
has an unknown distribution within the fluid section but always has
a net direction opposite to the flow.

Inserting back, andmoving the momentum loss term to the left-

hand side, we find the following equation:

| ~H| =

ρ|~g|A1 + A2
2

(z1 − z2) + 〈p1〉A1 − 〈p2〉A2 + ρ〈v1〉2A1 − ρ〈v2〉2A2

I usually refer to this equation, which came from a control volume

analysis for the momentum of a pipe section of fluid in the direction

of flow, as the second fundamental equation of hydraulics. �is is
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because it is explicitly giving us the remaining pieces of the puzzle of

understanding how the pressure changes in a pipe section; we know

the changes in the velocity can be found entirely from geometric

arguments thanks to the first fundamental equation, and everything

coming from the gravitational term is geometric as well since it only

depends on pipe section heights and cross-sectional areas. �e only

other thing we’d need to figure out the average pressure at the out-

let, given some average pressure and velocity at the inlet, is that

momentum loss term.

Figure 05.2: �e second fundamental equation of hydraulics. Al-
though it appears there are many unknowns, the only variables that
remain unknown after applying the first fundamental equation are
the pressures, one of which is usually already known, and the mo-
mentum loss term.

�emomentum loss term | ~H| is, as we stated before, extremely
general; it is essentially accounting for every physical phenomenon

associated with momentum loss in the fluid that we don’t know how

to describe, and is consequently a function of the pressures, veloci-

ties, and geometries of the pipe section in question. Luckily, decades

upon decades of experimental work have empirically determined
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accurate values for | ~H| associated with specific phenomena and pipe
geometries, such that hydraulicists only need to look up the values

of | ~H| for some given geometry, average flow pressure, and average
flow speed. �is momentum loss | ~H| is almost universally approx-
imated as proportional to the cross-sectional area, in which case

hydraulicists define amomentum loss per area h = | ~H|
〈A〉, commonly

referred to as hydraulic loss. �is hydraulic loss h is usually further

split into two confusingly named components; major hydraulic loss

hM , andminor hydraulic loss hm. Major hydraulic loss should actu-

ally be called frictional loss or length-proportional hydraulic loss, as

it is defined to be proportional to the pipe length and stems largely

from friction, andminor hydraulic loss should be called geometric or

length-independent hydraulic loss, as it accounts for geometrically-

induced flow oddities like recirculation zones in pipe bends that are

not proportional to pipe length. We can then rewrite the second

fundamental equation of hydraulics as:
A1 + A2

2
(hM + hm) =

ρ|~g|A1 + A2
2

(z1 − z2) + 〈p1〉A1 − 〈p2〉A2 + ρ〈v1〉2A1 − ρ〈v2〉2A2

We can do a couple of rapid-fire qualitative observations from

these fundamental equations given some simple assumptions:

• If losses are negligible, and the pipe inlet/outlet are at the same

height but the outlet is smaller than the inlet, the pressure at
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the outlet has to drop relative to the inlet. If the outlet is bigger,

the pressure has to increase. �is is called the Venturi effect.

• If there is no flow, the second fundamental equation becomes

an approximation of the integrated form of the hydrostatic

equation.

• If losses are negligible, and the inlet/outlet areas are all the

same, one can divide by the area to obtain something called

Bernoulli’s equation. I don’t like that equation very much nor

do I think it’s useful, but it’s important to mention it so that

you know what other people mean when they reference it.

So, how do engineers apply these equations to an aqueduct or

a network of pipes? Although there are many ways to do this, the

common scenario is to consider some sort of pump or reservoir at a

high and fixed pressure pin and some outlet at a fixed lower pressure

pout, most of the time at atmospheric pressure. �en you guess a

"reasonable" value for the velocity at that reservoir 〈vin〉, use the
fundamental equations of hydraulics to determine the inlet pressure

and velocity of the next pipe section, and so on until you reach the

outlet. �en, you see whether or not the outlet pressure you wind up

obtaining with that trial guess of the reservoir velocity 〈vin〉matches
the correct outlet pressure; if it matches, great, if it doesn’t, you keep

trying with different reservoir velocities. If you can’t find a match
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at all, then steady flow in the system is likely impossible, and you

need to tweak your hydraulic system. �is sort of thing is called

hydraulic circuit analysis or pipe network analysis, depending on the

engineer’s background.

Figure 05.3: A hydraulic circuit or pipe network. Usually, one knows
the reservoir/pump pressure and outlet pressure. Given a guess
of the reservoir velocity, the fundamental equations of hydraulics
are applied over every segment, starting from the reservoir, until
the calculated pressure at the outlet matches the known pressure.
Momentum losses for each segment have usually been previously
determined by experiment for a given pressure/velocity change.

Using control volume analysis for the mass and momentum of

fluid in a section of pipe at steady-state, along with some experi-

mental data about momentum losses in pipes, we were able to get

everything we needed to design and understand basic hydraulic sys-
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tems. If we want to get a fundamental understanding of what those

losses are andhow they occur, though—ifwewant to get a fundamen-

tal understanding of the laws of fluidmechanics—we need to give

our theoretical machinery of control volume analysis a little upgrade.

�at upgrade is called transport theory.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. Why do you think this kind of approach would be tricky when

we’re thinking about flow past something (like say, a plane)?

3. What details about the flow thatwe haven’t found out yet would

help us make this analysis evenmore specific and precise?

4. What processes do you think contribute to momentum loss in

a curved pipe? What do you think they depend on?

5. Let’s say you are trying to pump water into the 6th story of a

building using just a pump, a curved piece of pipe, and a piece

of pipe going straight up. Howwould you design the pump and

the pipe geometry?

6. What do you thinkmomentum loss due to friction depends on?
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Further Reading&Context

An introduction to applied hydraulics, with insight into the effects of

valves/pipe elbows/etc., is provided in [30], [21], [49], [72], [53], and

[33]. Many books, particularly those with a theoretical bent or those

focused for a chemical engineering audience, ignore the subject of

applied hydraulics ([34][47][37][38][7]). For "major" pressure losses in

pipes, the central empirical tool of use is the Colebrook-White equa-

tion, first detailed in [12] and adapted into a graphical format called

a Moody chart in [48]. For "minor" pressure losses, the practicing

hydraulicist might rapidly find that the empirical data associated

with them is mostly manufacturer-supplied information specific to

a given part.

Perhaps the most significant difference between this text and

other introductory fluid mechanics texts is that I essentially do not

discuss theBernoulli equation,which is a prominent feature of essen-

tially every introductory fluids textbook ([33][47][34][21][37][3][5][30],

[70][53][49][72][7]) and is usually introduced at around this point in

those textbooks. �is is done because, in my opinion, the Bernoulli

equation is a simple approximation that allows for students to be-

come familiar with the concepts of fluid mechanics through pro-

cedural, accessible numerical exercises, but is often a finnicky and

inconsistent analytical tool when it comes to predicting and analyz-
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ing real world systems and can trick students into overstating the

effectiveness of the Bernoulli approximation to real-world hydraulic

systems. It is claimed in [19] that John von Neumann once said the

study of fluids in which the Bernoulli equation holds is the study of

"dry water"—I largely agree.
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“Transport of Forces", Fernand Léger.
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�e control volume analysis technique we saw and used previously

is both astoundingly general and eminently pragmatic. But it has a

shortcoming; namely, that we have to define a specific volume before

we can make statements about the fluid inside of it. �is means

that all of the statements we can make about fluids using control

volume analysis depend on the specific systemwe’re analyzing. If we

want to make universal statements about the way fluids behave, i.e.

describe the physical laws of fluid mechanics, we need to overcome

this obstacle. As it turns out, this is easier than it seems.

Let’s briefly summarize what control volume analysis dictates

about some quantity in a fluid volume; the rate of change of the

total amount of that quantity inside a volume is equal to the total

amount of that quantity being generated or destroyed within it, plus

the amount of that quantity which is moving in/out of the volume

through its boundary surface. If we refer to the quantity we are

interested in as Ξ, and its associated density as ξ, we can generate
the following equation for the rate of change of Ξ:

∂

∂t

∫
V
ξ dV =

∫
V

dξ

dt
dV −

∫
A

(
~jξ · n̂

)
dA

�ere’s a neat mathematical trick we can do to turn that last surface

integral into a volume integral called the divergence theorem. �e

details don’t matter too much as long as you trust me; the only im-

portant thing is that the term still represents what it always did, flow
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in/out of the control volume. Applying this trick, we find:

∂

∂t

∫
V
ξ dV =

∫
V

dξ

dt
dV −

∫
V
∇ ·~jξ dV

Take a look at what we’ve managed to get; our equation, which repre-

sents the change in the total amount of some arbitrary fluid quantity,

is exclusively in terms of adding up tiny contributions of different

things within the control volume. So if we shrink the control volume

down to a point, we don’t have to bother with the integrations—we

can look at an equation that relates those contributions directly! Re-

member, the concept of the equation is the same, we’re just now

using it to look at the way quantities accumulate within points rather

than volumes.

To save ourselves considerable confusion frommathematical no-

tation, I’m going to do what nearly every scientist does and relabel

the dξ
dt term to something simpler, like r; it still represents the same

thing, which is the generation/destruction of Ξ through some physi-
cal process going on in that point. Performing this relabeling, and

shrinking things down to a point, we obtain:

∂ξ

∂t
= r −∇ ·~jξ

�is type of equation is called a transport equation, and the process

of using this type of equation to understand something is called a

transport theory. Sometimes physicists call this kind of equation
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a continuity equation, which is in my opinion silly and confusing.

Moving the flux term to the other side of the equation, we get its

final version:
∂ξ

∂t
+∇ ·~jξ = r

�is equation is themost important equation in science. I am biased,

sure, but you can model nearly everything with some version of it:

fluid and solid mechanics, chemical kinetics, heat transfer, most of

electromagnetism, general relativity, and a decent slice of quantum

mechanics. Even statistical mechanics, if you play your cards right!

�is equation lets you mathematically understand the movement of

anything throughpoints in space, as long as you’re able to understand

the ways that your quantity of interest canmove through space (its

fluxes) and theways yourquantity is generatedordestroyedat certain

points (its sources and sinks).

Here’s a simple and very useful example. If we wanted to look

at setting up an equation for mass, you would first identify the cor-

responding quantity representing mass per unit volume (density ρ)

and write a transport equation for it down:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρ~v) = rρ

Remember that all fluidmassmovement is described by fluid velocity

~v, so no need to include a diffusion term. In addition, in the absence

of something goofy like nuclear reactions or relativistic phenomena,
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we knowmass can’t be destroyed or created. �at means that the rρ
term representing the generation and destruction of mass has to be

zero! �erefore, we get:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρ~v) = 0

�is equation describes the conservation of mass, and is the second-

most important equation in fluid mechanics. If we additionally as-

sumed that the liquid was incompressible, something interesting

happens; the density can’t change with respect to time or space, so

any term proportional to that needs to vanish in the above equation.

Expanding it out and getting rid of the density change terms, we get:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ρ · ~v + ρ (∇ · ~v) = 0

∇ · ~v = 0

�is equation refers to conservation of mass when a liquid is incom-

pressible, and is sometimes called the incompressibility equation.

Even thoughmass in general is conserved, there might be some

chemical reactions going on in our system of interest that change

mass from one type of chemical to another. In that situation, you

would set up transport equations for every chemical of interest in

your system, andwindupwith a systemof equations for the chemical

densities:
∂ρi
∂t

+∇ · (ρi~v)−Di∇ρi = ri
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where the subscripts indicate a specific chemical in the system, and

each source/sink term representing chemical reactions can depend

on every other chemical density in the system. Such a systemof equa-

tions is usually referred to as a reactionnetwork. In chemical systems

where there’s no fluid flow, only diffusion and reactions occur, which

are studied under the (apt) name of reaction-diffusion systems. Most

chemical engineers ignore both the movement of fluid within the

system and gradients in the densities of the chemicals, leaving only

the reactions to drive the physical changes; this approximation is

commonly called the CSTR approximation.

We can construct transport equations for energy as well; one

very useful type of energy transport equation involves looking at the

movement of thermal energy through a solid. �e generic version of

the equation should look something like this, according to transport

theory:
∂e

∂t
+∇ ·~je = re

As it turns out, the heat energy density of a point is equal to the

temperature T of the point, times the mass density ρ times the heat

capacity c. In addition, because the solid doesn’t flow, the only way

energy moves through the solid is diffusively. As a result, we update

the equation above to find:

∂e

∂t
+∇ · [−De∇e] = re
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∂ (cρT )
∂t

+∇ · [−De∇ (cρT )] = re

Most thermal engineers like to assume the material properties of a

solid that’s transferring heat stay constant and are the same every-

where, so we can pull those properties (the heat capacity, density,

and heat diffusivity) out of the gradients and simplify:

cρ
∂T

∂t
− cρDe∇ · ∇T = re

∂T

∂t
− De

cρ
(∇ · ∇T ) = re

cρ

Cleaning up the vector calculus term, expressing De
cρ as a single term

α representing the thermal diffusivity, and expressing re
cρ as a single

thermal generation term h, we find:

∂T

∂t
− α∇2T = h

Congrats! You just derived the heat equation using transport theory.

Notice howmany assumptions we had to make! And funnily enough,

that heat diffusivity termDe we saw above is almost always never

called that; it’s confusingly referred to as the thermal conductivity.

Hopefully this has convinced you of the generality and usefulness

of transport theory. And with transport theory, we can now con-

struct themost important equation in fluidmechanics; the transport

equation for momentum.
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If transport theory is to be believed, all I have to do is identify the

momentum density, which is ρ~v, and write a transport equation for

it that looks like this:

∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ ·~jρ~v = rρ~v

So far, so good. But if I go andwrite the advective flux term explicitly,

what we find seems a bit confusing:

∂(ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · ρ¿~v~v ? +∇ ·~j[ρ~v]
diff = rρ~v

How should wemultiply these two vectors? It shouldn’t be a dot prod-

uct, because then we’d get a scalar, and we can’t take the divergence

of that. As it turns out, the right way to multiply these two vectors

is with something called an outer product, which looks like this:⊗.
And the outer product of two vectors is a weird mathematical object

called a tensor, which we will see a lot of in the next section.

Equipped with this knowledge, we rework the momentum trans-

port equation to:

∂(ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) +∇ ·~j[ρ~v]
diff = rρ~v

It might make you uncomfortable to have that tensor expression up

there; most students don’t learn how to do calculus with tensors until

after fluid mechanics (if they ever do). Luckily, we can break the

term up into terms that can be handled entirely with vector calculus,
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leading us to the Lamb form of the momentum transport equation:

∂(ρ~v)
∂t

+ 1
2
∇ (ρ~v · ~v) + (∇× ρ~v)× ~v +∇ ·~j[ρ~v]

diff = rρ~v

�is is helpful to understand what the tensor term in the equation

means, but I personally don’t find it helpful for keeping track of

what the equation means; which is that it’s a transport equation for

momentum in a fluid. We’ll revisit the Lamb form later, but right

now I’d like to stick with the∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) notation for conceptual
clarity.

At this point, it seems tempting to simply say that the only source

or sink of momentum in a fluid point comes from body forces that

are external to the fluid. But we know that’s not true! We know pres-

sure gradients cause changes in momentumwithin a fluid, and the

momentum for that is coming entirely from the "storage" of molec-

ular energy within the fluid. In addition, we’re missing another

huge factor; friction. With friction, the opposite happens—energy

in themovement of amacroscale fluid gets dissipated intomicroscale

molecular energy of randommotion. �e common factor between

pressure-induced forces and friction is that both of them are causing

macroscale, fluid effects as a result of microscale molecular phenom-

ena.

Noting that momentum density diffusion is also a molecular ef-

fect, I find it helpful to lump in all the molecular effects together
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into a simple term ~rmolecular and rewrite the momentum transport

equation in the following way:

∂(ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) = ~f + ~rmolecular

Although it may not look like it yet, this is the most general form

of the mathematical basis for essentially all of fluid mechanics: the

Cauchy momentum equation.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. Let’s say you’re a nuclear engineer and have to deal with the

unpleasant situation of handling a radioactive fluid that is rou-

tinely converting its mass into radioactive energy emissions.

Howwould you write the mass transport equation for it?

3. How would you describe heat transport in a fluid? Is it more

efficient in a solid, or less? Does this help you understand some

common design features in thermal engineering?

4. Knowingwhat you know about themomentum transport equa-

tion, what do you think is the form of a transport equation for

an arbitrary vector?
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5. I never wrote out the momentum diffusive flux term. Know-

ing what you know about the generic mathematical form of

diffusive fluxes, can you figure out why I chose to do that?

Further Reading&Context

�ere are many textbooks focused on transport phenomena as a

whole,withvaryingdegreesof emphasis onfluiddynamics ([7][16][41]).

�e laws of solid mechanics are also formulated using transport the-

ory; see [64] or [45] for a derivation of these. �e laws of classical

electromagnetism can be expressed in transport theory form equiva-

lent toMaxwell’s equations, although the transport formmust (as far

as I know) be derived fromMaxwell’s equations, not independently

of them—see [22] for a description of this process. An accessible

introduction to the use of transport models in electrohydrodynamic

systems can be found in [32]. Formulations of quantummechanics

using transport theorywhich are equivalent to currentwave function

formulations, although unpopular due to their analytical intractabil-

ity, exist—the pioneering example being [43]. See [9], [44] or [3] for a

discussion of the divergence theorem, sometimes called Gauss’s di-

vergence theorem or Gauss’s theorem, among other useful theorems

in vector calculus.
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Intermezzo: Tensors

“Relativity", M.C. Escher.
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Before we continue on with our study of fluid mechanics, it’s best

to make a quick pit stop and make sense of that strange concept I

mentioned previously; that of a tensor, which we saw in the form of

that strange multiplication ρ~v ⊗ ~v. �e "proper" way of defining a

tensor is hotly debated bymathematicians and physicists of different

fields, so my idea here is not necessarily to rigorously define them,

but to give you a brief sense of what a tensor is and how we use

them in fluidmechanics. In my experience, that is best illustrated by

revisiting the concept of a vector, like the velocity ~v.

Knowing the velocity of an object tells us two things; the speed

of the object, which is just some number like 20 miles per hour, and

the direction in which it is traveling. But as anyone that’s said "No,

I meant my left" can attest to, direction is relative—whenever we

talk about velocity in its most general sense, we usually describe it

in terms of three independent components representing the speeds

in specific, perpendicular directions that we’ve arbitrarily defined

in the 3-dimensional space we live in (usually denoted with x, y, z).

Changing those arbitrarily defined reference directions must then

necessarily change the expressions for the components, commonly

referred to as projections, even though it doesn’t physically change

the velocity of the object itself.

�at being said, velocity doesn’t intrinsically possess three direc-

tions. Aswe stated above, it possesses just one, the direction inwhich
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Figure 07.1: A velocity vector, in black, along with its three compo-
nents (or projections) onto a set of three distinct directions repre-
sented by coordinate axes. Each component represents the speed
of the object in the direction the component represents. If I spun
the axes around, the components would change, but the vector itself
wouldn’t.

the object is instantly traveling in. With that in mind, a tensor is

just a mathematical object that possesses any number of directions.

People usually refer to the amount of directions a tensor possesses

as its order, and so we can straightforwardly spot that the velocity is

a first-order tensor because of its single "natural" direction.

If the velocity is a first-order tensor, then it might seem obvious

to state that the mathematical object ρ~v ⊗ ~v, which we said repre-
sented the momentum density flux, possesses two directions, and
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is as such a second-order tensor. In this case, those directions are

straightforward to spot; the direction of the momentum density ρ~v,

and the direction of the flux, which is just the velocity ~v. As a matter

of principle, you can always spot the directions of any tensor defined

through a sequence of outer products of vectors by looking at the

direction of each vector. In fact, both of those directions are the same

in this specific case, since ρ~v ⊗ ~v and ~v point in the same direction!
So now that we know what that tensor means, we can think a

bit more concretely about how to represent it mathematically. Well,

just like the velocity can be represented using three components

with reference to some arbitrary coordinate system, the momentum

density flux is the product of every component of the 3-D vector ρ~v

with every component of the 3-D vector ~v, so that the tensor ρ~v ⊗ ~v
is represented by 3× 3 = 9 independent components. To make sure
we distinguish which direction is which, mathematicians usually

visually represent second-order tensors using a visual "square" of

numbers called a matrix.

�is isn’t the end of the story on tensors, though; remember that

the Cauchy momentum equation we saw before includes the term

∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v), not just the momentum density flux. Hence, we need

to be able to understand the effects of trying to take derivatives, like

the divergence and gradient, on tensors. To do that, let’s repeat

our formula on testing it out on the velocity—which we know is a
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Figure 07.2: �ese are the nine different components of the mo-
mentum density flux tensor, associating every component of the
momentum density with every component of the flux. �ey’ve been
placed in a geometric array called a matrix that highlights the differ-
ent directions associated with each part of the momentum density
flux tensor.

first-order tensor—and see how to extrapolate from there.

�e divergence of the velocity at a point, from a purely mathe-

matical standpoint, tells you what the rate of change of the velocity

is at that point as youmove in each of those predefined spatial coor-

dinates, and then adds all of those rates of changes up into a single

direction-less number that tells you if the flow is "accumulating" or

"diminishing" at that point. Make sure tonotice that thedivergenceof

the velocity is truly directionless; if you looked at a flow upside down,
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the direction of the flow would certainly change, but the amount

by which the flow is "accumulating" at a point doesn’t. �is is easily

extrapolated to a general, tensorial case; the divergence of a tensor

takes the spatial rate of change of the tensor in the direction of one

of the tensor’s directional elements, usually defined to be the "last"

element, and adds them up. �is causes a tensor to "lose" a direction

when acted upon by the divergence—meaning that the second-order

tensorρ~v⊗~v, whenacted onby thedivergence, gives you afirst-order
tensor/vector, just as the momentum transport equation required.

Figure 07.3: �e divergence of the momentum density flux tensor
(order 2). Here, we take the spatial rate of change of each of the 9
elements in the flux direction, and add them up to obtain 3 elements
representing a vector (order 1). Note the directions of the partial
derivatives match the directions of the flux velocities.

Lastly, let’s take a look at the gradient of the velocity∇~v. Here
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we are still obtaining the spatial rates of change of the velocity, but

this time we’re not adding anything up; in fact, we’re obtaining the

spatial rate of change of every component of the velocity in each and

every one of those arbitrarily defined directions of space. 3 different

possible rates of change for each of the three components indicates

that the velocity gradient possesses 9 distinct pieces of information,

revealing that the gradient of the velocity is a second-order tensor.

As such, we can extrapolate to the general case and state that the

gradient of a tensor is another tensor of a single higher order.

Figure 07.4: �e velocity gradient tensor. �e two "directions" as-
sociated with this tensor are connected to the velocity and to the
direction of the rate of change.

Explicitly defining the direction that gets added as a result of
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taking the gradient is trickier to spot than in the outer product case,

where the directions of the resulting tensor are just the directions

of each component of the tensor; but the direction exists, and the

vector representing it can be found by solving the following equation

for the vector ~m:

∇~v · ~m = ~v

(�e dot product here is just representing standard matrix-column

vector multiplication.) �is vector doesn’t really have a name, nor a

more intuitive description other than the above as far as I can tell;

but I call it the gradial vector for book-keeping, and would love to

find a nice application for it.

�ese explanations are by nomeans rigorous or comprehensive;

there are many incredible and beautiful aspects to the study of ten-

sors that I sadly have to exclude for the sake of coherence, but I invite

you to read up on them if you’re interested in the subject. My current

favorite book on the topic is Henry Block’s Introduction to Tensor

Analysis, which is tragically out-of-print but has been preserved elec-

tronically by the thoughtfulness of facultymembers in the�eoretical

& AppliedMechanics field at Cornell. In any case, this is just about

everything we need to know about tensors to get a handle on all the

mathematical machinery abound in introductory fluid mechanics;

and although the principal language of fluid mechanics is vector

calculus, it’s good to get a handle on tensors to deal with an often-
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ignored part of the world of fluid mechanics—the process by which

molecules exert forces on each other when a fluid moves, known as

the study of rheology.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. What is the difference between a second-order tensor and a

matrix? Are all matrices second-order tensors? Are all second-

order tensors matrices?

3. If a fluid is incompressible, how does the expression for∇ ·
(ρ~v ⊗ ~v) simplify? Remember the incompressibility equation,
∇ · ~v = 0.

4. Howwould you describe the gradient of a second-order tensor?

Extrapolate from the principles shown here for the velocity

gradient.

5. Consider the gradient of any simple scalar (order 0 tensor)

function. If you changed the coordinate axes, how would the

gradient change? Would it change in a different way than a

velocity vector would?
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6. What happens if you take the divergence of the gradient of the

velocity? How is that different from taking the gradient of the

divergence of the velocity? �e first expression is called the

vector Laplacian, and will feature prominently in the following

sections.

Further Reading&Context

More precise and formal introductions to the idea of a tensor than

presented here in the contexts of fluid mechanics can be found in [3]

and [34]. Introductions in the context of general continuummechan-

ics can be found in [64] and [45]. A fully mathematical introduction

to the construction of tensors independent of physical context can

be found in [56]. My personal favorite introductory reference, which

balances generality with approachability, is [8], closely followed by

[9]. My representation of the velocity gradient is chosen so that it

matches traditional mathematical definitions of the gradient opera-

tion and the standard index formalism in linear algebra—many texts

use a representation that is the transpose of this one ([33]
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“�e Persistence ofMemory", Salvador Dalí.
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As we saw during our discussion on transport theory, the principal

equation of fluid dynamics really boils down to a transport equation

for the momentum in a fluid, or for the transport of momentum

density through fluid points:

∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) = ~f + ~rmol

where the ~rmol term represents forces stemming from molecular

effects. It is this molecular term which exclusively "identifies" a

fluid, as everything else in the governing equation above was gener-

ated through a very general mathematical framework describing the

movement of "things" in space rather than through specific physical

insight associated with fluids. Consequently, understanding this

connection between continuum-scale momentum and molecular

effects is a humongously important task for physicists and engineers

alike, and is the principal endeavor of rheology. It’s often extremely

difficult to generate refinedmodels for ~rmol from first principles, so

often the process of determining an ~rmol for a given fluid consists of

making some basic assumptions about the fluid and then testing the

fluid experimentally to see if the behavior of the fluid is consistent

with those assumptions. Rheology, as a result, is largely an experi-

mental science. �is doesn’t mean we’re simply left to fiddle around

with rheometers from now on, however—in fact, we’ll rapidly find

that a couple of simple assumptions and some not-so-simple tensor
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calculus will lead us to an equation that applies to nearly all fluids.

Firstly—and as we saw in Chapter 1—when we talk about the

density or velocity of a fluid at a point, we’re really talking about

the average velocity or mass/volume ratio inside a small "molecular

net" around a point. One thing we haven’t talked about yet is on the

consequences of formulating a theory of fluid mechanics strictly on

these average quantities, and how fluctuations around those aver-

ages affects the way fluid molecules exert forces on each other at the

macroscale. In order to do so, we first need tomake a relatively sensi-

ble hypothesis about the nature of these molecular forces, a hypoth-

esis I call the "fluctuation hypothesis"; that all random fluctuations

of fluid quantities occur as a result of intermolecular forces in the

fluid. Based on this, we can try to formulate the Cauchy momentum

equation we derived before that excludes an implicit intermolecular

force term—but for a randomlyfluctuatingdensity andvelocity—and

equate any differences we see between either momentum equation

to intermolecular forces.

Let’s start by defining a "true" fluctuating density ρ∗ and veloc-

ity ~v∗ at a point, both of which fluctuate independently around an

average ρ and ~v. �is lets us split up the true quantities into an aver-

age part, which we’ve been dealing with from the beginning, and a

fluctuating part (indicated with ′) that is on average zero:

ρ∗ = ρ + ρ′
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~v∗ = ~v + ~v′

Since these quantities are transported in a fluid just like their aver-

aged counterparts, we can construct a momentum equation based

on them that is just as valid as the one we saw before:
∂ (ρ∗~v∗)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ∗~v∗ ⊗ ~v∗) = ~f

Expanding out in terms of average andfluctuating components leads

to a lengthy, messy expression:
∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+ ∂ (ρ′~v′)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) +∇ · (ρ′~v ⊗ ~v) +∇ · (ρ~v′ ⊗ ~v)

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v′) +∇ · (ρ′~v′ ⊗ ~v) +∇ · (ρ′~v ⊗ ~v′) +∇ · (ρ~v′ ⊗ ~v′)

+∇ · (ρ′~v′ ⊗ ~v′) = ~f

�is just looks like a big jumble of symbols, so we have to get to

work on simplifying this a little bit. Luckily, we can get rid of nearly

everything in one fell swoop by averaging everything out! �iswill get

rid of every term that contains a single fluctuating term (since those

terms are normal numbersmultiplied by something that’s on average

zero) and everything that has a ρ′~v′ in it (since both are independent

and average to zero, they multiply to something that’s on average

zero). �is results in a far simpler expression:
∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) +∇ ·
(
ρ~v′ ⊗ ~v′

)
= ~f

where the indicates an average of something that wasn’t already

defined as an average. Curiously, the ρ~v′ ⊗ ~v′ doesn’t zero out! �is
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is because even though each individual ~v′ is on average zero, the

combination ~v′ ⊗ ~v′ isn’t, since it’s "kind of" the square of an indi-
vidual ~v′. �e presence of that extra term shows that considering

fluctuations in fluid mechanical quantities actually does lead to a

verifiable change in the momentum transport equations we’ve been

setting up! And since we had attributed every possible extra term

in the fluctuating form of the Cauchy momentum equation to in-

termolecular forces—that was our fluctuation hypothesis—then for

both momentum equations to match, it has to be true that:

~rmol = −∇ ·
(
ρ~v′ ⊗ ~v′

)

�is gives us a look at how molecular-scale phenomena in a fluid

leads to forces at the macroscale, but doesn’t go very far in actually

giving us a relationship between those molecular quantities and the

averaged-out properties of a fluid we use to formulate fluid mechan-

ics. Remember, ~v′ could be basically anything! So what fluid me-

chanicists do is collect everything inside of the parenthesis, flip the

sign, and label the grouped object as a new, unknown second-order

tensorσ commonly referred to as the stress. �is leads to the form

of the Cauchy momentum equation that most engineers & scientists

use:
∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) = ~f +∇ · σ

Equivalently, the stress tensor σ is just a second-order tensor
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that represents, for a given fluid point, the traction/force per unit

area~t acting on that element thanks to its neighboring fluid point

in the n̂ direction. If you’ve studied solid mechanics, you’ve likely

heard the term stress thrown around before; it means the same thing

there as it does here. In fact, the only difference between a solid

and a fluid is that the stress is a function of different continuum

parameters in each type of substance. Notice we technically never

did anything fluid-specific when we derived the momentum trans-

port equation in Chapter 5! Luckily, we already know one piece of

the puzzle of σ; it has to contain the forces coming from pressure

gradients, since we spent two chapters discussing how pressure (and

the forces it induces) is an entirely molecular effect. We can make

our lives easier and pull that pressure gradient term out, making

sure we make it negative so that everything is consistent with the

hydrostatic equation we derived in Chapter 2:

∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) = ~f −∇p +∇ · τ

�at new tensor τ is usually called the deviatoric stress tensor, which

I think is a silly name. �e contents of the deviatoric stress tensor

are in some sense what we’re really looking for, since the notion of

pressure and pressure gradients is universal in solids and liquids.

And here, we can classify fluids rheologically into two important

& distinct branches based on a key characteristic of their behavior
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when standing still; fluidswhose static behavior is fully characterized

by pressure gradients (commonly called simple fluids), and fluids

for which it is not (commonly called non-Newtonian fluids). For the

latter, the molecules in the fluid will usually have some kind of extra

molecular force that "causes" them to try to remain in some specific

macroscopic shape or configuration—just like a solid. Some exam-

ples of this are ketchup (it doesn’t like to flow out unless you smack

the bottle or pump it out), mucus, pancake mix, melted rubber, etce-

tra; there’s too many to count. A simple experimental way to figure

out whether or not a fluid is simple or non-Newtonian is to pour it

into onto a surface and then tilt the surface very, very slightly; if the

fluid flows at even a slight angle, then it’s safe to say the fluid be-

haves like a simple fluid. (Professionals use rheometers). Modeling

non-Newtonian fluids is very tricky, and usually done on a case-by-

case basis; we won’t concern ourselves here with understanding how

they’re modeled, other than that their additional static molecular

forces usually depend on the same thing that they depend on for

solids, which is some displacement off of an "equilibrium" configura-

tion like in a spring. Looking back at simple fluids, modeling them

is far easier thanmodeling non-Newtonian fluids since the assump-

tion on the behavior of simple fluids induces quite a big constraint

on that deviatoric stress tensor τ ; if we take the assumption that

every molecular effect that induces forces in an unmoving fluid is by
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definition captured through pressure gradients, then we find that

τ can’t possibly contain any terms involving the physics of the fluid

when it’s standing still. It is entirely a function of the properties of

the fluid’s motion, which is why I like to call τ the hydrodynamic

stress tensor whenmodeling simple fluids.

Figure 08.1: �e "tilt test"; a puddle of simple fluid in blue and a pud-
dle of non-Newtonian fluid in yellow are placed on a surface. When
the surface is tilted slightly, the simple fluid loses its form and flows
while the non-Newtonian fluid deforms but doesn’t flow/preserves
form.

Looking back at simple fluids, modeling them is far easier than

modeling non-Newtonian fluids since the assumption on the behav-

ior of simple fluids induces quite a big constraint on that deviatoric

stress tensor τ ; if we take the assumption that everymolecular effect

that induces forces in an unmoving fluid is by definition captured

through pressure gradients, then we find that τ can’t possibly con-

tain any terms involving the physics of the fluid when it’s standing

still. It is entirely a function of the properties of the fluid’s motion,

which is why I like to call τ the hydrodynamic stress tensor when

modeling simple fluids.
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∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) = ~f −∇p +∇ · (τ [∇~v])

Here the brackets just indicate that τ is a function of∇~v. But re-
member; when talking about velocity gradients, we have to consider

the gradients in each direction of the velocity components in each

direction. So instead of representing three pieces of independent

information like ~v does, velocity gradients represents nine, meaning

that it’s—you guessed it—a tensor. As a matter of fact, the assump-

tion above puts a further restriction on τ ; if I decided to somehow

spin myself around a static fluid I’m observing in the lab, I would

observe a nonzero velocity gradient even though the fluid is standing

perfectly still. As a result, a simple fluid’s deviatoric stress tensor

can’t depend on every part of the velocity gradient tensor, just some

parts. Some behind-the-scenes tensor manipulations show that in a

simple fluid, the deviatoric stress tensor can only depend on the sym-

metric part of the velocity gradient tensor. �is property is commonly

referred to as objectivity, and the symmetric part of the velocity gradi-

ent tensor is usually called the strain-rate tensorE, calculated from
the velocity gradients by:

E = ∇~v +∇~vT

2

�is still doesn’t really get us anywhere; the nine components of τ are

so far completely arbitrary functions of the nine components ofE.
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But we can section simple fluids out into two other categories; fluids

for which τ is strictly proportional to the strain-rate tensor, which

are commonly called Newtonian fluids, and fluids for which it is not,

which are called generalized Newtonian fluids. (For what it’s worth,

I think the naming conventions for Newtonian, non-Newtonian, and

generalized Newtonian fluids is extremely confusing, but there’s not

much I can do about it.) Examples of generalized Newtonian flu-

ids include blood, nail polish, paint, syrup, etcetra. For generalized

Newtonian fluids, the behavior of the fluid is properly "liquid", but

the magnitude of the molecular forces induced by the flow of the

fluid are complicated functions of the components of the gradients

in the velocity. Models for these functions are more of an art than

a science, based largely on experimental results. For a Newtonian

liquid, however, we now find that there is a linear relationship be-

tween the second-order strain-rate tensorE, with nine independent
components, and the second-order deviatoric stress tensor τ , also

with nine independent components. �is means that we can repre-

sent the linear relationship by a fourth-order tensor with 81 different

components (yikes!) which I’ll call the viscosity tensorM:

τ = M : E

For better or worse, there’s an extra assumption that nearly always

applies to fluids of this type; the molecular interactions are indepen-
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dent of direction, and as a result the stress tensor is independent

of the orientation of the velocity gradients. Fluids for which this

holds true are called isotropic, and fluids for which it’s not are called

anisotropic. I’ve never heard of an anisotropic simple Newtonian

fluid, but maybe you’ll be the first to find one! For a simple Newto-

nian isotropic fluid, doing some behind-the-scenes tensor calculus

reveals that our updated conservation of momentum equation has

to take the following form once we all these assumptions:

∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) = ~f −∇p + µ∇2~v + (λ + µ)∇ (∇ · ~v)

�is absolute mess of an equation is called the compressible Navier-

Stokes equation, and is the equation nearly everyone uses when

dealing with flow of compressible fluids. �e two symbols µ and λ

are undetermined proportionality factors that are the only surviving

components of that viscosity tensorM, and are usually determined

through experiment; the first is universally referred to as the dy-

namic viscosity or just viscosity, and the second is so inconsistently

defined in the literature that the only namewe can give this thing that

rheologists wouldn’t argue over is the profoundly unhelpful moniker

of second Lamé parameter. If we further assume that the fluid is

incompressible and that the viscosity is the same everywhere, we can

polish the equation up a lot more and pull the density out of a lot of

expressions, get rid of that last term that depends on λ, and wind up
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with:
∂ (ρ~v)
∂t

+∇ · (ρ~v ⊗ ~v) = ~f −∇p + µ∇2~v

�is is the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation, also known as

just the Navier-Stokes equation, and it is the most famous equation

in fluid dynamics; understanding it and analyzing its components

will be the sole subject of the next chapter. Given how involved this

sequence of assumptions is for an introduction to fluid mechanics,

I’ve put a table below describing how each assumption we made

brought us from the Cauchy momentum equation at the beginning

of this chapter to the Navier-Stokes equation above.

Assumption Mathematical Consequence When It’sWrong

Fluctuation hyp. ~rmol = −∇ ·
(
ρ~v′ ⊗ ~v′

) Exotic molecular
interactions

Simplicity ~rmol = −∇p+∇ · τ
Material has solid-like
properties, or pressure
is defined differently

Objectivity τ = τ [E] Velocities/rotations
are extremely fast

Linearity τ = M : E
Molecular forces have

a complicated relationship
with velocity gradients

Isotropy τ = 2µE + λTr(E)I
I don’t know (molecules
would likely have to be
very asymmetric)

Incompressibility τ = µ∇~v
Density is very low,

fluid speeds are comparable to
molecular speed (see Chapter 2)
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�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. What physical effects do you think the viscosity and second

Lamé parameter quantify? Can you describe flows where only

one of the terms is nonzero?

3. Can you think of other ways to test if a fluid is simple or not?

How about to test if a fluid is Newtonian or not?

4. If you’re brave enough to handle some tensors, can you find

why the form of the deviatoric stress tensor goes from 2µE +
λTr(E)I to µ∇~v when we take the incompressibility assump-
tion? Remember the definition of the strain-rate tensor!

5. What statements can youmake about the stress tensor based

just on the fact thatσ = −ρ~v′ ⊗ ~v′?

6. What would the Navier-Stokes equation look like if the fluid

was a simpleNewtonian isotropic fluid butwith a non-uniform

viscosity?

7. Let’s say that you could describe the forces per unit area in

the definition of the stress as coming from an energy density
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gradient. How would you define the stress in that case, and

what would be the associated directions?

Further Reading&Context

Some textbooks about fluidmechanics don’t discuss rheology beyond

the Navier-Stokes assumptions, but some—particularly those based

on continuummechanics in general, do ([29][64][3]). A general intro-

duction to rheological concepts canbe found in [4] and in [39]. A short

introduction to rheological modeling via constitutive equations can

be found in [3]. A comprehensive description of experimental rhe-

ology can be found in [13], while a more modern description (albeit

at the microscale) can be found in [20]. An illuminating discussion

of the meaning of the Lamé parameters in relation to definitions of

pressure, both historical andmathematical, can be found in [67].

Although the presentation I employ in this text to derive the ex-

istence of a stress tensor is non-standard and a bit mathematically

sloppy—the "fluctuation hypothesis" nomenclature is introduced in

this text & certain continuity assumptions need to bemade on the

fluctuating quantities for this all to be rigorous, for example—its

results are fully equivalent to the rigorous Chapman-Enskog con-

struction employed in [46] and [27], and produces no conflict to the

standard "Cauchy tetrahedron" formulation found in continuumme-
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chanics or mathematically advanced fluids texts ([64][45][47][41][37]).

In the "Cauchy tetrahedron" formulation, the mathematical plausi-

bility of formulating surface tractions as the divergence of a stress

tensor is discussed, and this stress tensor is then connected tomolec-

ular effects via constitutive hypotheses. See [41] for a short discussion

on the effects of molecular interaction failing to be local in this con-

text.
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Navier-Stokes, Existence &

Uniqueness

“Dynamism of a Car", Luigi Russolo.
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At long last, we’ve finally managed to derive the famous Navier-

Stokes equation; the cornerstone of most of fluid mechanics. Notice

all the assumptions we had tomake to get to it! To refresh yourmem-

ory, this is what it looks like, along with descriptions of each term in

it:

Figure 09.1: �e Navier-Stokes equation, which describes momen-
tum density transport in a simple, Newtonian, isotropic, incom-
pressible fluid. �e terms on the left-hand side are mathematical
consequences of the concept of transport, while the terms on the
right-hand side (save for the external force density) are defined by
intermolecular fluid interactions.

�ere are many different, equivalent ways to write the Navier-

Stokes equation, but the most common is this one, which incorpo-

rates a couple of simplifications thanks to conservation of mass:

ρ

∂~v
∂t

+∇~v · ~v
 = ~f −∇p + µ∇2~v

(Note that some people write the dot product in the flux term back-
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wards based on their notation for the gradient, but it’s all just prefer-

ence.) Another equivalent form I briefly mentioned when discussing

transport theory, which is particularly useful when discussing the

curvature of flows, is commonly known as the Lamb form:

ρ

∂~v
∂t

+ ∇ (~v · ~v)
2

− ~v × (∇× ~v)
 = ~f −∇p − µ∇× (∇× ~v)

In whatever form it takes, this equation (along conservation of mass

and varying simplifying assumptions) will be the chief mathematical

tool we’ll use to determine the shape and speeds of flows. �at be-

ing said, it turns out that the Navier-Stokes equation is notoriously

difficult to deal with except in the simplest of situations, and it’s all

thanks to the flux term:

ρ∇~v · ~v

�is little mathematical pest has been the bane of fluid mechani-

cists for a solid hundred years, and it induces such a monumen-

tal headache on anymathematician attempting to solve the Navier-

Stokes equation that there is actually a million-dollar bounty out for

anyone who is even able to prove that the Navier-Stokes equation

always has "sensible" solutions for a physical input—this is one of the

most important mathematical problems ever conceived! �e reason

this flux term is such a problem is because of a property called non-

linearity, which is best shown rather than told. To demonstrate, let’s

consider a silly non-physical problem in 1-D, where we consider two
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imaginary fluids whose velocity is solely determined by the following

equations:

Fluid 1 Fluid 2

1-D Equation ρv dvdx = f µd
2v
dx2 = f

3-D Equivalent ρ∇~v · ~v = ~f µ∇2~v = ~f

Applying some calculus tricks, what you’ll wind up finding is that

the expressions for the velocities in each of the fluids is markedly

different:

Fluid 1 Fluid 2

1-D Solution v(x) = ±
√

2
√
c1ρ+fx√
ρ v(x) = c2x + c1 + fx2

2µ

Note that for Fluid 2, if I set the constants to 0, the velocity is
linearly proportional to the force. �is means that if I double the

force, the velocity everywhere is going to be doubled, and so on—a

property unsurprisingly called linearity. For Fluid 1, however, this

isn’t true; setting the constant to 0 and doubling the force instead
leads to an increase in the velocity by a factor of

√
2! As innocuous

as it seems, nearly every single tool ever made by mathematicians

and scientists to solve partial differential equations like the Navier-

Stokes equation relies on linearity, meaning any attempts to solve

the Navier-Stokes equation relies on conceptual machinery on the

outside of most of mathematical history. But that’s not even the
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worst part; as it turns out, nonlinearity is often comorbid with a host

of horrendous properties, and the velocity of Fluid 1 is no exception.

For example, consider what would happen if I attempt to find

the flow velocity for Fluid 1 if I take the velocity at the origin to be

zero, v(0) = 0; because of that± sign in front of the velocity expres-
sion for Fluid 1, I actually have two possible fluid velocities! �is is

incredibly strange from a physical perspective; one could conjecture

a situation where I have two exact copies of this system, where I’m

applying the same force under the same conditions to each of them,

and somehow get different flows. �is goes straight against any ra-

tional understanding of physics, and is called non-uniqueness. Even

worse, no matter what value of the constant c1 I choose based on

some physical information, or which expression for the velocity of

Fluid 1 I pick, there is always some value of x past which my velocity

suddenly turns into an imaginary number! �is means that in some

regions, we don’t even have an expression for the flow velocity, which

is even more mind-boggling from a physical perspective and is re-

ferred to by mathematicians as existence failure (this is a really cool

name). And this is only in one dimensions, folks—just imagine how

much worse it gets in 3.

When you include time into the equations, things get even worse;

you can start offwith aflow thatmakes sense, andfind it evolving into

something seemingly nonsensical! Take, for example, what happens
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Figure 09.2: Two solutions for the velocity of Fluid 1, each solving
v(x)dv(x)

dx = 1 with zero velocity at the origin, corresponding to a
fluid with f, ρ = 1. Neither solution is defined in the region x < 0.

if you now take the ODE describing Fluid 1 and add a time rate-of-

change term, turning it into a PDE: ∂v∂t + ρv ∂v∂x = f �is equation

represents momentum transport in a one-dimensional fluid with

no intermolecular interactions, and is commonly called Burgers’

equation. Take a look at what happens if you take a perfectly nice

initial flowfield for such a fluid and let it evolve in time for a constant

unit f and ρ:
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Figure 09.3: �e solution to the PDE ∂v
∂t +v ∂v∂x = 1 for a smooth initial

condition. �e function describing the velocity eventually develops
a discontinuity in space, causing the solution to become ill-defined.
�e numerical solver fails to handle this phenomenon, and glitches
out once it develops.

After timepasses, the velocity becomes discontinuous, and jumps

immediately from one value to another; a phenomenon commonly

referred to as a shock or shock wave. Mathematically, this is a prob-

lem not just because dv
dx = ∞ at the discontinuity, but because the

velocity has effectively two values there, causing it to be ill-defined!

What happens here, from a philosophical perspective, is astounding;

we’ve gone and defined an object mathematically using the rules of

calculus, and the object has then evolved over time into something

that violates the very mathematical principles we used to define it.

�is is exactly the problem (or at least, one of them) people run into

when trying to solve theNavier-Stokes equation; the objects one uses
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to define flows for fluids can very rapidly outgrow the conceptual

framework we used to define them.

Consequently, nearly every analytical attempt at using theNavier-

Stokes equations to describe a flow necessitates ensuring that the

momentumflux term in the equations is either negligible or handled

indirectly. One way to verify this negligiblity is by taking the ratio of

the magnitudes of each component of the flux term with the magni-

tudes of the components of the only other term that involves spatial

gradients of the velocity—the viscosity term:

Re = ρ∇~v · ~v � µ∇2~v

�e� symbol represents thatwearedividingevery termofa tensorby

every other term of another tensor, effectively acting like the division

counterpart of the outer product⊗. Since each of these quantities
is a 3-D vector, this ratio actually contains 9 distinct ratios, and I

refer to it as the Reynolds tensor. �e Reynolds tensor is useful in the

sense that it is telling us whether or not, for a given flow, we should

expect to observe the same kind of mind-boggling behavior we saw

above in theBurgers’ equation,where itwould be located, and itwhat

directions we expect it to manifest. Because calculations involving

the Reynolds tensor are pretty unwieldy, fluid mechanicists almost

always single out a specific component of the Reynolds tensor, guess

"characteristic" values for the density/viscosity/velocity/velocity gra-
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dients/lengths that they assume are valid everywhere in the flow, and

come up with a single scalar ratio called the Reynolds number which

they use instead. Sometimes this leads to spurious assumptions and

misdrawn conclusions, but alas.

Figure 09.4: �e components of the Reynolds tensor in Cartesian
coordinates, along with a typical Reynolds number-type approxi-
mation. Calculating the Reynolds tensor is often unwieldy, so most
scientists simply estimate a single number based on quantities in the
problem they expect to see and call it the Reynolds number, shown
below.

Nearly all of the time, we use the Reynolds tensor/number to

do sanity checks on any simplifying assumptions we make to the
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Navier-Stokes equation—either by using a conjectured Reynolds ten-

sor/number to justify removing some term from the Navier-Stokes

equations, or by calculating the Reynolds tensor/number for a solu-

tion to a simplified Navier-Stokes equation to validate whether or

not the simplification was sensible in the first place. And one setting

where we’ll be able to get rid of that flux term and, as a result, eas-

ily construct specific conclusions about flow shapes and speeds is a

setting we’ve looked at before—pipe flow.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. Some people think adding a term representing viscosity to

equations like the ones described above help get rid of the

shocks & other strange behaviors we saw just now. Try solving

the ODE ρv(x)dvdx −
d2v
dx2 = f for a bunch of different ρ/f/µ

using some math computer programs to see whether or not

that line of thinking is correct.

3. Howwould neglecting the flux term in a problem change the

physics of the fluid you would observe, and would it make

sense? Is there a fluid that can possess a zero flux term?
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4. Inwhat situations do you think simply using theReynolds num-

ber instead of the Reynolds tensor would be sufficient? In what

situations would it fail?

5. Try calculating the Reynolds tensor for simple flows; maybe a

constant flow, or a flow that changes linearly in one direction

in space. What components are zero, and which aren’t? What

do they correspond to?

6. Shockwaves appear tomakeno sense in adifferential equations

sense, but seem tomake perfect sense physically; is there some

mathematical tool we were using before that would be able to

make mathematical sense of shock waves?

7. In Chapter II, we talked about how pressure ensures liquid

doesn’t just accumulate into a hyperdense thin film at the bot-

tom of a cup. How is that connected to the shock wave phe-

nomenon we saw above?

8. If youwant to get a glimpse of how linearity is useful for solving

differential equations, solve dvdt = f forf = 1 and 2 for arbitrary
constants. Can the sum of both of these solutions represent a

solution for dvdt = 3?
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Further Reading&Context

An approachable introduction to the idea of existence & uniqueness

of solutions of differential equations can be found in [28]. �e study

of existence & uniqueness of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion is an active and prominent field of study in mathematics as

of 2020—it is key to note that the examples provided in this chap-

ter are not for real fluids, as science has not created a complete or

comprehensive picture of existence or uniqueness for Navier-Stokes

fluids in 3-D. An excellent introduction to this subject can be found

in [38]. An under-recognized pioneer of such studies was Olga La-

dyzhenskaya, who proved the existence and uniqueness of solutions

to the Navier-Stokes equations in 2-D in [35] and wrote extensively

on the subject in works such as [36]. A fluid-dynamical system that

obeys the Navier-Stokes equation which unambiguously possesses

multiple solutions and is easily replicatable is flow between coaxial

spinning cylinders—this is called Taylor-Couette flow, and is studied

deeply in [10]. For an introduction to the behavior of shock waves

in fluid mechanics, see [2]. For a mathematical introduction to the

idea ofmodeling shocks in continuum systems obeying conservation

laws, see [29].

�e notion of a Reynolds tensor is non-standard, and is intro-

duced in this text. A field of fluid dynamics in which predictions
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based on a single Reynolds number can often be verifiably incorrect

compared to experiment is in the flow of colloidal particles—see [63]

or [57] for fluid-dynamical systems where the "obvious" Reynolds

number fails to describe significant physical phenomena in the sys-

tem.
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Pipe Flow& Turbulence

“Revolution of�e Viaducts", Paul Klee.
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With the analytical tool of theNavier-Stokes equation inhand,we can

finally begin tomake statements about the precise shapes and speeds

of flows. Perhaps the best place where we canmake those statements

without running afoul of the pathology of the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion—and trust me, we will run afoul of it—is in studying flow in

pipes or channels, which we described using hydraulic equations in

Chapter 5.

Let’s again consider steady incompressible flow through a hori-

zontal section of pipewith lengthL andwith a uniformcross-section.

�is time, we’re going to try and explicitly define what the momen-

tum loss ~H is using the Navier-Stokes equation, and get a formula

for the shape and speed of the flow inside of the pipe as a function

of the other free parameters in the system. To do this, we’ll need

to do a couple of tricks to bring everything down from the integral

formulation we described in Chapter 5—the fundamental equations

of hydraulics—to a differential one.

Now, the first fundamental equation of hydraulics tells us that,

because the fluid is incompressible, conservation of mass requires

that the speed at the inlet of the pipe be the same as the speed at

the outlet, meaning that all the momentum coming into the pipe

from flux at the inlet must leave at the outlet. In addition, all the

momentumbeing added into the pipe due to gravity is acting perpen-

dicular to the momentum loss; this immediately indicates that the
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momentum loss in steady flowwithin such a pipe must necessarily

be compensated by a drop in the pressure (and only a pressure drop)

along the flow direction.

Figure 10.1: A horizontal pipe of length L with constant cross-
sectional area and the associated tractions/force densities acting
on it. Conservation of mass indicates that the speeds on either end
are equal; this means the loss coming from ~H can only be balanced
by a drop in the pressure between the ends due to conservation of
momentum.

A nice thing about this result is that it is totally independent of

the length of the pipe section! We can make the pipe as long or as

short as we want and the above statement still holds. Now I’m going

to do a classic math trick; I’m going to pick some horizontal line

across the pipe, and represent the pressure through that arbitrary

line as a function of the distance from the inlet z with a Taylor series

off of the value at the inlet portion of the line:

p = p1 + G1z + G2z
2...
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If I wanted to represent the pressure drop, I could just subtract

by the inlet value:

∆p = G1z + G2z
2...

If I take the length of the pipe and shrink it downmore andmore,

the squared term is going to get smaller than the linear term as long

as both terms are nonzero. �is means that, for an infinitesimally

short length of pipe, the pressure drop is always strictly linear in the

length, and so the pressure drop per length is a constant,G1.

Now think about this; if I assume themomentum loss is indepen-

dent of the pressure, I can take the section of pipe and split it up into

a bunch of infinitesimally tiny segments one behind the other, which

should all be essentially identical to each other; sure, the pressure at

each of the inlets might be different, but the pressure drop should

be the same, as well as everything else! �is implies the pressure

drop is linear in all of the tiny segments, each with the same pressure

drop per lengthG1, so the pressure drop per length in a finite section

of such a pipe must be constant (under the given assumptions, of

course).

�is gives uswhatweneed to analyze pipeflow through ahorizon-

tal section of pipe with constant cross-sectional area using Navier-

Stokes. In this scenario, based on the argument above, we are going

to impose some arbitrary pressure drop per length through the pipe
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G1, and see what the resulting flow field looks like. �e argument

above guarantees (or at least, suggests) that imposing such a pres-

sure drop is physically sensible, and will lead to a sensible solution

of the Navier-Stokes equation. Before we do, however, notice a very

curious quirk in our logic—ifwe assume the pressure drop per length

is constant, that means that the pressure in the pipe through some

arbitrary horizontal line is going to be of the form:

p = p1 + G1z

where p1 can be the pressure in an arbitrary location of the pipe. No

matter how big that arbitrary reference pressure is, there is always

some length of pipe in one direction that causes the pressure to go

negative, which makes no physical sense! In that sense, we find

that any solution we get for such a problem can’t apply to arbitrarily

long pipes, as we will invariably run into a region of pipe where the

solution we find simply cannot exist—an existence failure, as we saw

in Chapter 8, and a harbinger of things to come.

Alright, let’s get on with the solution already. We want to solve

the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation for steady flow inside

of a cylindrical pipe with a uniform cross-sectional pressure and a

constant pressure drop per length in the "pipe" direction:

ρ

∂~v
∂t

+∇~v · ~v
 = ~f −∇p + µ∇2~v
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Let’s list out a couple of observations and "common-sense" assump-

tions that get us to a point where we can handle this equation:

• We assumed the flow is steady already, so the time rate of

change term is zero: ρ
∂~v

∂t
= 0.

• �ere’s noflow inanydirectionother than in the "pipedirection"

(a.k.a. the longitudinal direction); this means there’s no flow

in the radial direction or the angular direction (swirling flow):

~v = [vr vθ vz] = [0 0 vz]

• Everything about the flow is totally independent of the pipe

angle, so we can kill off any terms involving changes in the

angular direction: ∂...∂θ = 0

• Gravity is the only external force and acts downwards, so it only

causes pressure gradients perpendicular to the flow direction.

If we take a look at the incompressible conservation ofmass equa-

tion and take into consideration these assumptions, we see some-

thing that is fairly obvious:

∇ · ~v = 1
r

∂(rvr)
∂r

+ 1
r

∂(vθ)
∂θ

+ ∂vz
∂z

= 0

∂vz
∂z

= 0
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�eflowdoesn’t change aswemove along the pipe/longitudinal direc-

tion. �is is going to do something drastically nice for our problem;

it’s going to kill off the convective flux termwe spent so much time

whining about!

∇~v · ~v = vz
∂vz
∂z

= 0

�atmeans that theReynolds tensor for this problem is exactly 0, and

weshouldn’t have toworry about shocks andall of thoseotherhorrible

things we saw in the previous chapter because the Navier-Stokes

equation becomes linear. In fact, it becomes something almost too

simple to recognize:

0 = −∇p + µ∇2~v + ρ~g

�eNavier-Stokes equation is telling us that, as we saw before, the

pressure drop down the pipe length needs to be balanced out by a

momentum loss or viceversa; but our knowledge of rheology in a

fluid described by Navier-Stokes is telling us specifically how that

momentum loss is related to the velocity of fluid in the pipe, giving

us the connection to the velocity we needed!

Recalling that the equation we’re dealing with relates vectors, we

can now begin to look at what this equation tells us for the individual

components of these vectors. If I looked at the component of the

vectors pointing in the direction of gravity in this equation, which

I’ll label as the ŷ direction, I’d get a simple relationship that looks
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very familiar:

0 = −∂p
∂y

+ ρg

�is is just the hydrostatic equation we saw before! �at means that

the pressure of a fluid in a horizontal pipe increases in the direction

of gravity consistent with what you’d observe in a horizontal pipe

full of standing fluid. �is also has the convenient effect of ensuring

that gravity doesn’t affect the flow; it only affects the absolute value

of the pressure, which we assumed previously as not affecting the

momentum loss.

Nowwe can take a look at the components of the vector that are

perpendicular to gravity, pointing down the length of the pipe. Apply-

ing the assumptions we listed above and doing some simplifications,

we find that:

0 = −G1
µ

+ 1
r

∂(r∂vz∂r )
∂r

= 1
r

∂vz
∂r

+ ∂2vz
∂r2

Not only is this equation an ordinary differential equation—we’re

only taking derivatives in the radial direction r—but it’s also linear

in the velocity! Doing some calculus tricks to solve it, we find the

general solution:

vz(r) = c1 log(r) + c2 + G1r
2

4µ

Weneed c1 = 0 or the velocity will go to negative infinity at the center
of the pipe, and we need the velocity at the edge of the pipe to be
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zero to ensure that the velocity doesn’t discontinuously change at the

pipe/fluid interface—giving us a value of c2 such that we finally have

our velocity for pipe flow:

vz(r) = G1(r2 −R2)
4µ

~v =
0 0 G1(r2 −R2)

4µ


�is type of flow is called Hagen-Pouiseuille flow, and is perhaps the

most famous and well-known flow in fluid mechanics. It’s parabolic

in shape, is 0 at the pipe edges by definition, peaks at a value of

vmax = G1R2

4µ at the center of the pipe, and has a cross-sectional

average of 〈v〉 = G1R2

8µ .

�is finally gives us an expression for the momentum loss in a

horizontal, constant cross-section pipe as a function of the velocity,

by solving for the pressure drop and noting the drop in pressure is

equivalent to the momentum loss from the arguments wemade at

the start:

| ~H| = 8µ〈v〉L
R2

In a kinder, more just world, this would be all there is to it. Unfortu-

nately, when researchers started directly looking at pipe flows, they

noticed that everythingwent according to theory—until they cranked

the speed up high enough, and the flow began to oscillate wildy and

chaotically.
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Figure 10.2: A view ofHagen-Poiseuille flowwithin a pipe for specific
parameter values. �e velocity drops to 0 at the pipe edges, denoted
in black, while the velocity peaks in the center. We have assumed
there is no flow in any direction other than the longitudinal one.

What the hell was going on? Well, as the existence failure for the

pressure had been warning us, it seems as if there’s another funda-

mental problem we didn’t spot when we began to set up pipe flow;

non-uniqueness! As it turns out, it appeared to experimentalists

as if there wasn’t just one possible flow for a given condition on a

pipe inlet, but a potentially infinite number of them—and from the

experiments, it seems like those other flows possess all the things we

had assumed away when we derived Hagen-Poiseuille flow; they’re

unsteady, they have nonzero convective momentum flux, they have
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nonzero flow in all three pipe directions, etcetra! �ese flows, which

undoubtedly have nonzero Reynolds tensors, are called turbulent

flows, and are omnipresent in all of fluid mechanics.

Figure 10.3: Comparison sketches between Hagen-Poiseuille and tur-
bulent pipe flows. Hagen-Poiseuille flow is orderly and symmetric;
turbulent pipe flow possesses eddies, whorls, and few if any symme-
tries. When the parameters of the fluid/flow are changed in specific
ways, the flow transitions from one to the other.

One way fluid mechanicists explain what is happening is that

when the average speed is low through the pipe, nature "picks" out

the Hagen-Poiseuille flow from all other possible valid pipe flows

because the litany of assumptionswemade to get toHagen-Poiseuille

flow made sense; but when the average speed is sufficiently large

enough, nature changes its mind and picks out one of the extremely
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complicated chaotic flows instead. Inmathematics, this is commonly

referred to as a bifurcation. Nobody has ever been able to come up

with an analytical expression for any of these alternate chaotic flows,

precisely determine a theoretical criteria for this transition, or even

determinewhether or not this non-uniqueness hypothesis is actually

true—and sowe are leftwith experiments andnumerical simulations

to fill this knowledge gap for now.

But what experimentalists could confirmwas curious; they ob-

served that once a specific dimensionless number crossed a thresh-

old, the Hagen-Poiseuille flow would switch into turbulent flow and

back. �at dimensionless number is the Reynolds number, which we

saw in the previous chapter as an approximation to the ratio of con-

vective to viscous effects. But that interpretation doesn’t make any

sense here; the convective effects inHagen-Poiseuille flow are exactly

zero, so saying that the flow transitions from laminar to turbulent

because the ratio of convective to viscous effects in Hagen-Poiseuille

flows becomes too large is gobbledygook. Clearly, the Reynolds num-

ber here represents something else, and to discover what it repre-

sents, we’ll need to take stroll down a very curious field of mathemat-

ical physics called dimensional analysis.
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�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. List out all theassumptions Imade to justify theHagen-Poiseuille

flow. When do these assumptions make sense? When don’t

they?

3. In a real pipe system, what happens when the pressure drops

"too much"? Do the Navier-Stokes equations apply then, and if

not, what would you need to change?

4. How would you try to understand turbulence? Do you agree or

disagree with the explanation above?

5. What happens if you try to include gravity? Are you able to get

a solution to the Navier-Stokes equations then?

6. What happens if the pipe has a constant cross-section that isn’t

circular? Could you get a solution similar to Hagen-Poiseuille,

and if you do, what would drive the differences?

7. Based on the results we got for pressure in the downwards and

longitudinal direction, can you write a complete expression for
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the pressure in a pipe section? If you want to practice changing

coordinate frames, use cylindrical coordinates.

Further Reading&Context

Nearly all introductory fluids textbooks derive Hagen-Poiseuille flow

([37][47][34][21][5][30][70][49][72][72]), and all of these discern the

necessity of a linear pressure drop vs. pipe length as a consequence of

the symmetry of the flow—albeit using amore concisemathematical

approach.

Many fluidmechanical textbooks ([3][47][21][49][53][72], etc.) use

a notation in which the expression ∇~v · ~v is written as (~v · ∇)~v,
with (~v · ∇) defined as an individualmathematical object sometimes
referred to as the "convective operator". I avoid this, as it leads to

the very confusing result that (~v · ∇)~v 6= ~v · ∇~v as interpreted by
standard tensor algebra.

Turbulence is, in my opinion, the greatest mystery of classical

mechanics. �eories of turbulence are largely split into two often-

interlinked schools of thought; the "Kolmogorov school", focusing on

turbulence as a statistical phenomenon influenced by vortical energy

cascades, and the "Ruelle-Takens school", focusing on turbulence as a

chaotic (albeit deterministic) phenomenon described by complicated

topological structures embedded in phase space. Introductions to
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the former can be found in [66] and [52], while an introduction to the

latter can be found in [58] or [14]. Nearly all computational efforts to

understand turbulence use the Kolmogorov-type models—[52] also

has a great introduction to this subject—while most analytical at-

tempts to attack the turbulence problem use the Ruelle-Takens-type

theory, which has yielded results in understanding other types of

fluid-dynamical phenomena (see [17], [50], or [10]). A perspective

on modeling turbulent flow properties using continuummechanical

principles within the Kolmogorov formulation, itself a very challeng-

ing and contentious subject, can be found in [29]. �e Ruelle-Takens

formulation of turbulence is mathematically advanced, and requires

knowledge on the theory of dynamical systems to digest it properly;

see [24] or [73] for an advanced introduction to the theory required

to understand this formulation of turbulence. �e transition to tur-

bulence in pipe flows is still a subject of research—see [71] for an

introduction to theoretical methods of investigations of this and its

associated challenges.
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“Black Relationship", Wassily Kandinsky.
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We are, at the present, in a bit of a pickle. We have spent a lot of time

deriving the laws of fluidmechanics to understand flow through a

pipe, but we’ve found that even in something as simple as pipe flow,

the inherent pathology of the laws of fluid mechanics causes pipe

flow to spontaneously transition from something we can understand

(Hagen-Poiseuille flow) to something we can’t (turbulence). We’ve

also commented on the fact that experimentalists have noted that the

transition from one to the other occurs when the Reynolds number,

which we’ve usually taken to represent an approximation of the ratio

of convective to viscous effects in a flow, passes a critical value—even

though the actual ratio of convective to viscous effects in Hagen-

Poiseuille flow is identically zero. How could this be?

To solve this mystery, we’re going to need apply a little bit of

what may appear to be abstract nonsense. Let’s again take a look at a

horizontal section of pipe of radiusR, with an arbitrarily long length,

and a fluid for whomwe prescribe a uniform pressure p and a purely

longitudinal, uniform velocity with speed |~v| at the inlet. �e fluid

itself has a constant density ρ and constant viscosity µ, and is under

the effects of gravity with an acceleration magnitude of |~g|. �ese

quantities should fully define the flow throughout the pipe, whatever

that flowmay be.

What was said above is worth repeating; every single characteris-

tic of the flow downstream should be determined by a unique combi-
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Figure 11.1: A horizontal section of pipe with a radiusR and an ar-
bitrarily long length, containing a fluid with constant density and
viscosity and under the effects of gravity. �e pressure and velocity
are prescribed uniformly at the inlet; as the flow passes through the
pipe, it will either evolve intoHagen-Poiseuille flow or turbulent flow,
something fluid-mechanical theory can’t tell us.

nation of these physical quantities. As a result, any physical quantity

or property that we could possibly "read out" from this flow has to be

a function of these 6 parameters and of these 6 parameters only.

One such readout could be some kind of turbulence index ζ, a

simple number that is 0 when the flow is Hagen-Poiseuille and 1 if

the flow is turbulent. In accordance with the statement above, we

can say this turbulence index ζ is only a function of the above listed

parameters:

ζ = f (ρ, |~v|, |~g|, p, µ, R)

Alright, this helps us out a little but not much. �at being said,
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we’ve actually constrained the problem far more than it appears we

have—to demonstrate, take a look at what happens if I claimed the

following:

ζ = ρ

From amathematical perspective, there’s no problem with this, but

physically, this doesn’t make a lick of sense; a number like the tur-

bulence index can’t be equal to a density! �is is like saying "A dog

is three oranges" or "�e sky is looking pretty book today"—it just

doesn’t possess meaning as a physical description, because we aren’t

relating objects that are the same type. In our case, whether or not

objects are of the same type is determined by their physical dimen-

sions. In fact, notice that it’s impossible to have any expression of the

form ζ = f (ρ)make physical sense, because there’s nomathematical
function depending on the density that can take a density and return

a simple number! And the same goes for every other physical variable

that describes the system.

As a result of this, we find that we need to get a number on the

right-hand side of our equality, and to get that to happen, we need to

have our right hand side to be a function of just numbers aswell. Now

we face another question; howmany independent number quantities

can we construct out of those six physical parameters, and what are

they? To do this, let’s list out all the quantities in the system and their

units (in SI):
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Physical Quantity Units (SI)

Density ρ kg
m3

Viscosity µ kg
m s

Speed |~v| m
s

RadiusR m
Pressure p kg

m s2

Gravitational acceleration |~g| m
s2

Notice that the units of each quantity are built frommultiplying

and dividing three fundamental units: meters representing distance,

seconds representing time, and kilograms representingmass. To get

numbers with no units, it follows that we have tomultiply and divide

these quantities by each other to "cancel out" any and all fundamental

units they may possess.

Let’s start out by trying to cancel out the gravitational acceleration

term |~g|. As expected, it possess units of acceleration m
s2 , and so we

it seems natural to find quantities with units of meters, seconds,

or some combination of them to try and cancel its units out. If we

decided to divide |~g| by the speed squared |~v|, that would get rid of
all of our time units; multiplying that ratio by the radiusR nets us

something that doesn’t have units! Note that we didn’t need to cancel

gravity out in any specific way; I just picked out a process to try and

make the unit removal as simple as possible. In any case, let’s go
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ahead and call this numberΠ1:

Π1 = |~g|R
|~v|2

Note that we could do basically whatever we wanted to this quantity

and still get a dimensionless number; we could square it, cube it,

multiply it by a constant, exponentiate it, you name it; it will still be

a totally valid number. In fact, most fluid mechanicists like to use

the square root of the inverse of this number out of habit, which they

call the Froude number Fr:

Fr =
√√√√√ 1

Π1
= |~v|√
|~g|R

Alright, we’ve got one number down—let’s try to build another one.

To guarantee independence between our numbers, let’s try to start

the process of canceling units by picking some physical quantity that

didn’t showup in our numbers before, like the pressure p. It has units

of force per unit area kg
ms2 , so we can try canceling out the time units

the same way we did forΠ1, by dividing by the speed squared. We

can then get rid of the mass units by dividing by the density, leaving

us with a quantity possessing only units of distance squared, which

we can readily get rid of by dividing again by the radius squared. �is

second number we’ve just found, Π2, is also commonly called the

Euler numberEu:

Eu = Π2 = p

ρ|~v|2R2
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Neat! With these two dimensionless numbers in hand, we’ve utilized

every physical quantity in the systemexpect for the viscosity; itmakes

sense to start our search for a third number there. Viscosity has units

of kg
ms, so we can try to divide by the speed and by the density to get

rid of the time and kilogram units respectively. �at leaves behind a

single distance unit, whichwe can get rid of by dividing by the radius.

�is third number might look a little familiar if we explicitly show it:

Π3 = µ

ρ|~v|R
= 1
Re

�is is just a sneaky inverted form of our good friend the Reynolds

number.

Now we can ask, are there any other independent dimensionless

numbers we can construct out of these quantities? As it turns out,

there isn’t—although there’s an infinity of different numbers we can

make out of these quantities, they’d all wind up being functions of

the three we saw above. �is is because of a famous theorem called

the Buckingham pi theorem, which states that the number of dimen-

sionless numbers one can build out of a set of physical quantities

is equal to the number of physical quantities minus the number of

fundamental units they’re built from. (Proving this involves some

relatively simple linear algebra, but it isn’t really germane to what

we’re doing here.) In our case, we have 6 quantities and 3 units, so

we get 3 dimensionless numbers as I stated before.
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Given these numbers, we now have much tighter relationship

between the turbulence index ζ and the variables in the system:

ζ = f (Π1,Π2,Π3) = f ∗(Fr,Eu,Re)

Remember that changing the specific dimensionless numberswe use

as arguments doesn’t really matter, whether they be Π1 or Fr—all

the change does is alter the structure of the function, which we don’t

know anyways.

Nearly all of the time, fluidmechanicians discard the dependence

of the turbulence index on the Froude and Euler numbers by making

some assumptions on the role of pressure in the flow. For example,

in Hagen-Poiseuille flow, the absolute value of the pressure at either

the inlet or the outlet didn’t play a physical role, just their difference;

if we assume this to be true for turbulent flow as well, then the flow

is independent of the pressure, whichmeans it must be independent

of the Euler number. Similarly, gravity didn’t play a role in the flow

because all it did was generate a pressure gradient perpendicular to

the flow, which doesn’t factor into the equation we used to solve for

the Hagen-Poiseuille flow. All it does is make the absolute pressure

at the inlet non-uniform, which we’ve already considered irrelevant,

making the turbulence index be independent on the Froude number

as well.

�is gives us the desired relationship that experimentalists ob-
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serve:

ζ = f ∗(Re)

As a result, the Reynolds number—which we saw before as an ap-

proximation to the ratio of convective to viscous effects—is now

playing a dual role as a dimensionless parameter solely responsible

for determining whether pipe flow is turbulent or not. And given

our predetermined form of the turbulence index ζ, which outputs

one if the flow is turbulent and 0 if the flow is Hagen-Poiseuille flow,

we know everything about the function f ∗(...) except for the location
where the "switch" from 0 to 1 happens. Experimentalists measure

the switch to happen at aboutRe ≈ 2300.
�is process that we have just described required understanding

absolutely nothing about the nature of the turbulent solutions to the

Navier-Stokes equation, or the nature of the process by which flow

transitions fromHagen-Poiseuille to turbulent, other than some as-

sumptions on the role of pressure. In fact, it required understanding

nothing about fluid mechanics at all except for understanding the

physical quantities required to uniquely define a fluid flow.1 �is

process is called dimensional analysis, and is far more powerful than

it may appear at first glance.

Consider what would happen if I as an experimentalist wanted
1Granted, the entire reason we had to resort to this was because we weren’t finding a unique

flow from this mathematical setup, but we are hypothetically observing only one type of flow for a
given set of conditions, which is the flow we care about.
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to understand the critical average flow speed | ~vcrit| of some fluid
through a pipe of radiusR0 at which turbulence occurs, but only had

access to a pipe of radiusR1. Well, because the turbulence index is

only a function of Reynolds number, all I have to do is match them:

Recrit = ρ| ~vcrit|1R1
µ

= ρ| ~vcrit|0R0
µ

By doing some experiments to find the critical speed | ~vcrit|1 in the
pipe I have access to, I can then solve for the critical speed | ~vcrit|0 I’m
interested in:

| ~vcrit|0 = | ~vcrit|1R1
R0

I can now determine the critical speed at which turbulence occurs

for a given fluid flowing through a pipe of arbitrary radius by do-

ing experiments on just one pipe. Such a set of systems is said to

possess similitude, and it is a key design tool for fluid dynamicists;

an engineer designing a humongous oil pipeline can rest assured

that an appropriately scaled & sped-upmodel of the pipeline in his

lab will show the same non-turbulent/turbulent behavior as his fi-

nal gargantuan product. One could also change the densities and

viscosities too—as long as the Reynolds number is the same, the

non-turbulent/turbulent behavior will be the same.

Most engineers would call it a day here, but we’re not done yet.

Understanding how to trigger turbulence is one thing, but it doesn’t

really give us any information about the direct physical consequence
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Figure 11.2: Two pipes with different radii and inlet velocities. �eir
inlet velocities are calibrated such that they both possess the same
Reynolds number, which implies they will show the same non-
turbulent/turbulent behavior. Engineers would refer to such systems
as similar.

of it; how it affects the behavior of the flow in the pipe. More specifi-

cally, we don’t know anything about the pressure drop in a pipe flow

when the flow is turbulent. For this, we can use a slightly different

flavor of dimensional analysis.

To make straightforward comparisons with the results we found

before fromHagen-Poiseuille flow, we can define some variable
〈
∂p
∂z

〉
representing the average pressure drop per length in a pipe flow,

Hagen-Poiseuille or turbulent. �is quantity has units of pressure

per length, or kg
m2s2 . If we ignore the roles of absolute pressure and
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gravity by the arguments we justified above, we’ll inevitably find an

expression for the average pressure drop per unit length of the form:
〈∂p
∂z

〉
= f (ρ, µ, |~v|, R)

Weknow that dimensional analysis restricts this expressionmore. In

fact, we know that whatever is on the right-hand side has to possess

units of pressure per length, and sowe should set about constructing

physical quantities with units of pressure per length out of the four

quantities we listed above.

To save you the trouble, there’s only two such independent quan-

tities we could construct: ρ|~v|2
R and µ|~v|

R2 . Consequently, one could

expect that the expression representing
〈
∂p
∂z

〉
could be something of

the following form:

〈∂p
∂z

〉
= ∑

n∈R
αn

ρ|~v|2
R


n µ|~v|

R2


1−n

�oseαn are dimensionless, and somust be a function only of the sin-

gle dimensionless quantity we can construct out of this system—the

Reynolds number.

Now, recall what we said about turbulent flows before; their

Reynolds tensors are decidedly non-zero. In fact, it’s reasonable

to expect that as we crank up the Reynolds number in a turbulent

pipe flow, the Reynolds tensor is going to increase as well. Addition-

ally, we could crank it up enough such that the convective effects
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completely dominate the viscous effects! In that scenario, we’d find

that all of the flow characteristics are virtually independent of the

viscosity.

If that’s the case, then the expression for the pressure drop per

length we found above is tightly constrained by the fact that every

term with the viscosity in it has to vanish, since the pressure drop

per length can’t depend on it. �is leaves us with just the n = 1 term:
〈∂p
∂z

〉
= α1

ρ|~v|2

R

We had originally stated that α1, like the other coefficients, had to

be a function of just the Reynolds number. But alas—the Reynolds

number is a function of the viscosity! �e only way to reconcile the

fact that the viscosity can’t influence the physics with this Reynolds-

viscosity dependence is if α1 wasn’t a function of anything; if it was

just some arbitrary constant number, totally independent of the

Reynolds number. I like to call this phenomenon, where a reduction

in the number of dependent physical quantities makes it impossible

to construct a dimensionless number, a dimensional crisis. Sounds

cool, doesn’t it?

Anyways, we’ve found the following result at high-Reynolds num-

bers for pipe flow:
〈∂p
∂z

〉
high Re

= α1
ρ|~v|2

R
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where α1 is just some constant number.

As a sanity check, we could try the same procedure when the

Reynolds number is low and see if what we get matches the Hagen-

Poiseuille result. In that scenario, the Reynolds tensor should be

small (it is in fact identically zero), and so the viscosity-proportional

term should dominate the behavior of the system. To that end, the

average pressure drop per length should be independent of the only

physical variable not present in the µ|~v|
R2 term, the density.

�at means we kill off every term in the above sum except for the

n = 0 term, and again trigger a dimensional crisis, leading to the
following expression at the low-Reynolds number limit:

〈∂p
∂z

〉
low Re

= α0
µ|~v|
R2

�ispreciselymatches theexpressionwegotbefore forHagen-Poiseuille

flow; that expression lets us determine that α0 = 8. Up to that factor
of 8, we could have avoided all the differential equation-solving we

did in the previous chapter by making the assumptions we did above

and performing dimensional analysis; we would have gotten the

same result knowing absolutely nothing about differential equations.

�at’s pretty awesome!

I shouldmention thatfluidmechanicists do a very cute trickwhen

studying this average pressure drop per length; they divide the pres-

sure drop per unit length by one of those constructed quantities with
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units of pressure per length, almost always the ρ|~v|
2

R expression—this

expression is called the Fanning friction factor f :

f =
〈
∂p
∂z

〉
ρ|~v|2
R

�e reason they do this is because now you wind up getting a dimen-

sionless number, andwealready showed that this number canonly be

a function of the only other dimensionless number we can construct

in this system, if it’s a function of anything at all—the Reynolds num-

ber. Hence, plotting the Fanning friction factor against the Reynolds

number tells me the pressure drop behavior of every single possible

pipe flow system of the type we describe here by virtue of similarity.

Dividing the previous results we got by this ρ|~v|
2

R expression, we

find the following expressions for the friction factor at low and high

Reynolds numbers:

flow Re = α0
µ|~v|
R2

ρ|~v|2
R

= α0
µ

ρ|~v|R
= α0
Re

fhigh Re = α1
ρ|~v|2
R

ρ|~v|2
R

= α1

Having done no calculus, and relying almost exclusively on dimen-

sional analysis, we have established reasonable hypotheses for the

behavior of the Fanning friction factor as a function of the Reynolds

number; in a logarithmic plot, it will show up as a straight line with
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slope of -1 at the start, followed by a vertical kink somewhere due

to the discontinuous transition fromHagen-Poiseuille to turbulent

flow, while eventually flattening out into a straight horizontal line as

the Reynolds number gets higher.

Alright then! With our prediction in hand, let’s see what the ex-

perimentalists got:

Drumroll, please...
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Figure 11.3: A logarithmicplot of theFanning friction factor versus the
Reynolds number in a pipe as determined by experimental data. �e
friction factor is proportional to the inverse of the Reynolds number
for low-Re, and independent of theReynolds number at high-Re. �is
diagram is called aMoody diagram, andfluidmechanicists often also
include an empirical value called surface roughness in it to justify
pipe irregularity effects. All surface roughness values lead to the
same qualitative behavior as shown above.

�at’s one hell of a magic trick! Using the behavior at the "ends"

to come close to describing the behavior in the "middle" is squarely

in the ballpark of a field of math called asymptotics, and for my next

trick, we’re going to use it to answer the last remaining question

of introductory fluid mechanics—how to characterize flow over an

immersed object.
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�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. Before we described the Reynolds number as being an approxi-

mation of the ratio of convective effects to viscous effects. How

would you describe the Froude and Euler numbers in a similar

way? Is there a single way to do so?

3. Try to find a physical system you don’t understand and use the

dimensional analysis techniques I demonstrated above to get

some practical answers from them. When is it helpful? When

isn’t it?

4. Sometimes dimensional analysis lets us construct differential

equations we can then solve. Consider dipping a hot sphere

of radiusR (m)with a specific heatC (kg m2

s2K ) into a vat of cold
liquid with a fixed ambient temperature far from the sphere.

If you assume the rate of change of the temperature with time
dT
dt is only a function of these two parameters, of the current

temperature of the sphere T (K), and of the heat transfer co-
efficient h ( kg

s3K ), find an expression for dTdt using dimensional
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analysis. Comparewhat you get towhat engineers use. Try solv-

ing it, if you can! No knowledge of thermal physics is needed.

5. Physicists in the early 20th century noticed that particles at

the quantum scale behave like waves. Knowing nothing about

quantummechanics other than that this wave is a function of

the particle’s massm(kg), the particle’s speed u(ms ), and the
Planck constant h(kg m2

s ), determine the wavelength (m) and
frequency (1

s) of this matter wave up to a proportionality factor.
Compare it to what quantum physicists theorized.

6. Do you agree withmy arguments for why the Euler and Froude

numbers don’t matter for turbulent pipe flow? Can you think

of other fluid-mechanical systems where you should have to

consider them?

7. �ink about how you would exploit similarity to analyze the

flow of a substance like oil through a pipe versus a substance

like water. What would you do?

Further Reading&Context

Dimensional analysis is a common, ubiquitous subject in most fluid

mechanics textbooks, with some textbooks introducing the notion
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([33][2][34][21][49][53][72])while others ([37][38]) rely onaprioriknowl-

edge of the subject to obtain meaningful dimensionless parameters.

�e Reynolds number is the only dimensionless parameter [37] de-

scribes, while others ([34][38][21]) discuss the Euler or Froude num-

bers as well, as this text does. Some textbooks ([2][47][34][21]) also

discuss the Mach number—a dimensionless parameter associated

with compressibility and supersonic flow—which I avoid, as this text

only covers incompressible flow. In any practical application of pipe

flow, there is a key parameter I chose to exclude for simplicity—the

pipe surface roughness, which has been shown in experiment to play

a key role in the nature of frictional losses in turbulent pipe flow. Its

effect is empirically deduced, and can be seen in [48], which is also

the source of the data shown in Fig. 11.3. �ere are countless other

dimensionless parameters, such as the Strouhal or Péclet number,

that emerge in specific applications of fluid mechanics.

Although a turbulence index is implicit in discussions of dimen-

sional analysis, thenaming isunique to this text—similarly, thename

"dimensional crisis" for the collapse of the relationship between di-

mensional parameters in certain limits is introduced in this text as

well. Confusingly, there is no universal scaling of the friction factor,

andmany texts describe friction factors that are scalar multiples of

the friction factor described here ([21][34][33]). Some texts ignore

the idea of friction factors entirely ([47][38][37]).
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Far Field & Irrotational

Flow

“Dawn.�e Kingdom of Birds", Józef Chełmoński.
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Having said essentially everything we could about pipe flow, we now

seek to characterize the last lingering question of basic fluid dynam-

ics; flow past immersed objects.

In most descriptions of flow past immersed objects, and the only

scenario we’ll cover here, we have some solid, rigid, stationary object

surrounded by what can be approximated as an infinite amount of

fluid. �ese types of flows tend to be called unbounded, or are said to

be in an infinite domain, as they are defined over an infinite amount

of space. �at doesn’t necessarily mean we seek to characterize flow

over all of space—just an infinite amount of it. All the way out at

infinity, we’ll assume that the flow is a uniform flow, with a constant

velocity in a single direction and a constant pressure; the presence

of an embedded object then "bends" the flow close to it in a way

consistent with the Navier-Stokes equation and with conservation

of mass.

�is physical set-up is convenient because it is equivalent to an-

other ubiquitous scenario in fluidmechanics, that of a rigid object

moving at a constant velocity through an infinitely large medium of

otherwise stationary fluid. �is scenario closely approximates the

dynamics of a plane or bird in the sky, or of a submarine or fish in the

ocean. �e correspondence between this scenario and the first one

I first mentioned comes from uniformly adding or subtracting the

background flow; in this latter case, the flowwill be a perturbation of
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a completely stationary flow by a rigid object moving with a velocity

equal to the negative of the background velocity in the former case.

Figure 12.1: Two equivalent unbounded flows. On the left-hand side,
a stationary object is placed in an infinite fluid with a uniform back-
ground flow and constant pressure at infinity. On the right-hand
side, a rigid object is moving with a fixed speed and constant di-
rection in a stationary background fluid with constant pressure at
infinity. �e velocity of the object in the right-hand scenario is equal
and opposite to the velocity of the flow at infinity in the left-hand sce-
nario. A spherical coordinate systemat the origin has been illustrated
for convenience.

With this in mind, one can consider the description of the ve-

locity field (or pressure field, or flow) to be a combination of the

background flow and of some other velocity/pressure field which

decays to nothing as you get further and further away from the ob-

ject. Formally, this is called a flow perturbation, in the sense that the
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object "perturbs" the background flow only in a region close to the

object. �e velocity and pressure field would then be of the form:

~v = ~vb + ~vε

p = p∞ + pε

where the perturbation velocity field ~vε and perturbation pressure

field pε need to become negligibly small relative to the background ve-

locity~vb and pressure p∞ respectively as wemove further and further

away from the immersed object.

With either set-up in mind, we could try to perform a mathe-

matical analysis like we did for pipe flow and solve directly for the

pressure and velocity everywhere. However, in this case, we don’t

have nearly any of the simplifying assumptions we had with pipe

flow; even though we can assume the flow is steady in the stationary

immersed object case, the flow can potentially be in all three coordi-

nate directions, and it can potentially change in all three directions.

In addition, we know that turbulence is baked into theNavier-Stokes

equations somewhere, meaning that even the steady assumption is

bound to fail at some point. What can we do?

Well, here’s an idea; we could try analyzing the behavior of the

flow only in a region "almost at infinity". We can’t do it all the way at

infinity, since all we’d get is the background flow by definition—but

we can try to get a sense of what the Navier-Stokes equations and
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conservation of mass tell us about the perturbation flow as wemove

out further and further away from the object. Formally, we are at-

tempting to understand the asymptotic behavior of the perturbation

flow near infinity, in a region commonly referred to as the far field.

Figure 12.2: A still object is submerged in an unbounded background
flow of uniform speed and constant pressure—a spherical shell
around it has been constructed "almost at infinity". We want to
identify the characteristics of the flow in the question mark regions
outside the shell, representing the region "almost at infinity" called
the far field, using asymptotic methods. A spherical coordinate sys-
tem has been drawn for convenience.

Solving the full Navier-Stokes equation plus conservation ofmass

in this scenario isn’t an option—not even the best mathematicians

can do it—sowhat we’ll do is come upwith an additional assumption
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about the perturbation velocity field far from the object that, when

plugged in, makes the Navier-Stokes equation easier to solve. Such

an assumption is commonly referred to as a kinematic constraint by

dynamicists.

Wewant this kinematic constraint to have a couple of key features:

• It’s consistent with the perturbation velocity decaying to zero

as wemove further and further away from the object.

• It reduces the Navier-Stokes equation to something tractable.

• It doesn’t violate conservation of mass.

�e idea is that nowwe’ll have three equations we can work with; and

if wemake the right kinematic constraint, we’ll be able to solve for

the velocity or pressure straightforwardly and use the Navier-Stokes

equation to calculate the fluid quantity we didn’t calculate before.

Because we only care about the flow outside of the boundary of the

spherical shell we drew above, the flows we obtain only need to be

correct in the far field; the flows we obtain from this process are far

field flows.

Let’s begin. By inserting the expression ~v = ~vb + ~vε and p =
p∞ + pε into the Navier-Stokes and incompressible conservation of

mass equations for the scenariowherewehave auniformbackground

flow of constant speed and pressure, and under the assumption of
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no external forces and steady flow, we get:

ρ∇~vε · (~vb + ~vε) = −∇pε + µ∇2~vε

∇ · ~vε = 0

�e criteria for the kinematic constraint on the velocity we listed

above, namely the first one regarding the flow decay at infinity, in-

duce a very specific behavior in the perturbation flow at the far field.

Informally, the idea is that the flow far from the object should be

unaffected by viscous effects—only the presence of the object is trig-

gering viscous effects in the flow, and far enough away from it, those

viscous effects should be trivial. �is suggests that the ratio of con-

vective to viscous effects (i.e. the Reynolds tensor) will be large in

the far field, and so∇2~vε ∼ 01. �e∼ symbol indicates "asymptotic"
equivalence, i.e. that the objects are identical as one approaches the

asymptotic limit, which is at r →∞.
�is creates a problem for our strategy of calculating far field

flows;weknow that ourbiggest obstacle to a straightforward solution

is that nonlinear term, ρ∇~vε · (~vb + ~vε), so it wouldmake sense to try
to get rid of it first. However, we know that in the far field,∇2~vε ∼ 0,
so we can’t just get rid of it outright; it wouldmake the Navier-Stokes

equation just an equation for the pressure and not the velocity in the
1I really wish I could prove this rigorously, but every strategy to do so that I could come up

with is either pointlessly contrived or way too elaborate to show here. Oh well.
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far field, which we don’t want. Somehow, we have to come up with a

kinematic constraint that both simplifies the nonlinear convective

term and completely gets rid of the viscous term. How are we going

to do that?

�e secret is in that alternative form of the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions I kept showing before—the Lamb form. If I plug in my expres-

sion for the velocity, I wind up with the following representation of

the Navier-Stokes equation:

ρ

∇ (~vε · ~vε)
2

− ~vε × (∇× ~vε)
 = −∇pε − µ∇× (∇× ~vε)

�is formmakes a possible kinematic constraint obvious, one which

simplifies the nonlinear terms and kills off the viscous term; the con-

straint that∇× ~vε = 0. In general, the quantity∇× ~v is referred
to as the vorticity ~ω, as it is proportional to the local rotation rate

of the fluid. Small objects embedded in flows that satisfy this kine-

matic constraint do not rotate, and the flow itself is automatically

unaffected by friction and rotation-related convective effects, as our

Reynolds tensor calculation required for the far field.

If we take this as our constraint, we find the following system of

equations:

ρ

∇ (~v · ~v)
2

 = −∇p

∇ · ~vε = 0

∇× ~vε = 0
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Flows derived from this system of equations are alternatively

referred to as either irrotational flows or potential flows. �e latter

naming convention comes from the fact that, thanks to the kinematic

constraint, the velocity can be described as the gradient of a scalar

quantity known as the velocity potentialΦ that satisfies the following
equation:

∇2Φ = 0, (~v = ∇Φ)

�is equation is known as Laplace’s equation, and it is perhaps the

easiest partial differential equation to solve (although solving it is still

relatively complicated). In spherical coordinates, thegeneral solution

can be written as the sum of a bunch of different functions—to save

you the trouble, here is the general solution to the Laplace equation

in sum form:

Φ =
∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

A`mr
` + B`m

r`+1

Y m
` (θ, ϕ)

where theA`m andB`m terms represent constant coefficients, and

the Y m
` (θ, ϕ) terms are functions of only the angles called real spher-

ical harmonics. As either of the indices in the sum (` orm) increases,

these spherical harmonics become "wavier". �is type of sum expres-

sion is called amultipole expansion, as the waviness causes crests,

or poles, in the resulting functions.

Taking the gradient of the velocity potential to find the velocity

field, we find the following general expression for the components
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of all irrotational/potential flows:

vrirrot. =
∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

A`m`r
`−1 − B`m (` + 1)

r`+2

Y m
` (θ, ϕ)

vθirrot. =
∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

A`mr
`−1 + B`m

r`+2

 ∂Y m
` (θ, ϕ)
∂θ

vϕirrot. =
∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

A`mr
`−1 + B`m

r`+2

 1
sin θ

∂Y m
` (θ, ϕ)
∂ϕ

�isall just seems likeuselessmathematical gobbledygook. But that’s

because we haven’t restricted our form of the potential flow by a key

principle—that the velocity decay in the far field. On inspection, this

immediately indicates that everyA`≥1m term has to be zero, as the

flow would fail to decay if they weren’t thanks to the r`−1 term. �e

flow coming from theA00 term is also identically zero, as Y 0
0 is just a

constant that is independent of either angle and the radial part of

the flow is nullified by multiplication of the ` = 0 factor. Finally, for
a rigid object,B0m = 0, as the flow generated by this term fails to

satisfy conservation of mass in this scenario. �is leaves us with:

vrε =
∞∑
`=1

∑̀
m=−`

−B`m (` + 1)
r`+2 Y m

` (θ, ϕ)

vθε =
∞∑
`=1

∑̀
m=−`

B`m

r`+2
∂Y m

` (θ, ϕ)
∂θ

vϕε =
∞∑
`=1

∑̀
m=−`

B`m

r`+2 sin θ
∂Y m

` (θ, ϕ)
∂ϕ

�is still looks like a lot of terms. However, remember we only care

about the behavior in the far field; and in the far field, nomatterwhat
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nonzero values theB`m coefficients have, the terms that decay the

slowest will always eventually becomemuch larger than any of the

other terms. As a result, asymptotically, every far field flow always

looks like the flow generated by the surviving terms with the lowest

radial order—which for a steadily moving rigid object, are theB1m

terms. Even better, the spherical harmonics corresponding to Y m
1

are really just the same function rotated 90 degrees in either angle,

so we can always rotate our coordinate system to get rid of the Y −1
1

and Y 1
1 terms. �is means we get the following universal form of

far field perturbation flows for rigid immersed objects moving at a

constant speed:

vrε ∼ −
2B10
r3 cos θ

vθε ∼ −
B10
r3 sin θ

vϕε ∼ 0

Notice the velocity doesn’t depend on ϕ; this is because of the coordi-

nate rotation trick I mentioned above.

I like to call this flow a dipole flow, in reference to the fact that the

mathematical form of the flow field is identical to that of an electric

dipole. It is important to mention that because of the analysis above,

every flow perturbation caused by a steadily-moving rigid object, or

by a rigid object embedded in a background flow, looks like a dipole

flow in the far field. Here’s what that looks like in the latter case:
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Figure 12.3: A far field flow corresponding to an object embedded in
a uniform background flow. �e flow is axisymmetric around the
background flow axis, and is a sum of a uniform background flow
and a dipole flow. �e opaque grey sphere represents the near field,
where the true flow behavior would be inconsistent with this flow.
�e background flow is deflected by the object about the background
velocity axis, with the magnitude of the deflection dropping rapidly
as one moves further from the object.

You might notice that the velocity vectors almost appear to be

flowing over a sphere, as if the embedded object were a sphere itself.

�is is because every rigid object deflects flow in the far field as if

it were a sphere—a mathematical consequence of the dipole flow

dominating in the far field. As a result, every arbitrarily-shaped

object has an effective radius reff such that a sphere with that radius
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deflects flow in the far field identically to the original object.

Switching over to the rigid object moving with constant velocity

in a quiescent fluid case, here’s what that would look like:

Figure 12.4: A far field flow generated by a rigid object moving with a
constant speed through a quiescent fluid. �e flow is an axisymmet-
ric dipole flowwith an originmoving at a uniform speed. �e fluid is
pushed in the direction of the object’s motion in front of the object,
pulled backwards in the opposite directionwhen near the object, and
pulled forward again towards the object when behind it.

In the region immediately behind the object, the fluid is being

pulled towards it; this phenomenon is called slipstreaming, and is

exploited by nature and by humans to increase aerodynamic per-

formance when traveling in groups. For example, this is one of the

reasons why geese fly behind each other in V formations, or why
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cyclists and race car drivers like to drive immediately behind another

car when they need a speed boost. �e flow patterns of all objects

moving steadily while immersed in quiescent fluids behave the same

way far from the objects, so it is hopefully now unsurprising that the

phenomenon is ubiquitous. �ey can only ever be different by the

scaling factorB10, which is called a dipole moment in electromag-

netism contexts, and a quick fly-by dimensional analysis indicates

that it must be proportional to the background/object speedU times

the effective radius of the object cubed r3
eff.

Now that we have our expression for the perturbation velocity

field, we can use the (simplified) Navier-Stokes equation to get the

expression for the pressure field in the static object case:

ρ

∇ (~v · ~v)
2

 = −∇p

It might look like we’ll have to solve a partial differential equation,

but notice that we’re taking the gradient of a scalar in all of the terms

in this equation. As a result, we can collect all the terms inside of a

single gradient operation and then "integrate it out":

∇
p + ρ

~v · ~v
2

 = 0

p + ρ
~v · ~v

2
= C

whereC is a constant.
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�is last equation is called Bernoulli’s equation, and provides a

direct algebraic relationship between the pressure and the velocity

of a fluid in the case where the viscous effects are negligible, as is the

case (we claim) in the far field.

Because the equation holds at every point in the far field, includ-

ing at infinity,wefind thatBernoulli’s equation is satisfied evenwhen

the background flow is the only non-trivial flow:

p + ρ
~v · ~v

2
= p∞ + ρU 2

2
= C

Noting that the total pressure is the sum of the background and

perturbation pressures, and that the total velocity is the sum of the

background and perturbation velocities, we can finally get an expres-

sion for the perturbation pressure in the far field:

pε = B10ρ (2r3U(3 cos(2θ) + 1)−B10(3 cos(2θ) + 5))
4r6

Although it may not be immediately obvious from the expression

above, this perturbation pressure is always negative, which appears

to be nonsense. However, notice that the total pressure, which is the

thingwe need to keep positive, isn’t necessarily always negative; what

this result for the perturbation pressure indicates is that the effect of

the object’s presence on the background pressure is to decrease the

pressure, more andmore as one gets closer to the object. Eventually,

if the other assumptions wemade for the flow don’t break down as
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we get closer to the object, the total pressure drops so much that

it must become negative—indicating that our solution for the flow

can’t be valid. �is is yet another example of an existence failure for

solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, which we had seen before

in pipe flow.

Practically, however, the liquid would boil due to the pressure

reduction long before reaching that point. �is occurs when the total

pressure in the flow is equal to the vapor pressure pvap of the fluid in

question. Using the equation for the perturbation pressure above,

one can solve for the distance at which the liquid would vaporize as a

function of the other system parameters:

r3
vap =

√
B2

10ρ
(
4(3 cos(2θ) + 5)pvap + ρ(3U cos(2θ) + U)2)

4pvap

− B10ρU(3 cos(2θ) + 1)
4pvap

For objects/background flowsmoving sufficiently fast, the pressure

drop due to the presence of the object generates a vapor shell (also

called a vapor cone) encasing the object, whose shape and location

is described by the equation above. �e equation for the vapor shell

above gives us a lower estimate onwhat the "boundary" of the far field

is, as the assumption wemade when solving for far field flow clearly

break down once we get inside the vapor shell due to the density

change of the fluid. �at being said, vapor shells rarely manifest
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except in the case of exceedingly rapid objects, in which case one

needs to incorporate thermodynamics into the analysis above. In

most cases, viscosity begins to become relevant long before hitting

the vapor shell region.

Figure 12.5: �e predicted shape of the vapor shell predicted
for a given set of system parameters, while ignoring pressure-
temperature coupling. Changing the parameters of the system
causes the shape to change. �e vapor shell serves as an estimate of
the boundary of the far field.

�is asymptotic analysis, using the irrotational kinematic con-

straint on the flow field, has netted us some very nice, universal

results for flow far from an object embedded in a fluid. However, as

the existence failure for the pressure near the object demonstrates,

it’s not enough to get us some of the most important physical results
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we need to design objects in fluids for engineering purposes; namely,

what the force on the object from the fluid flow is, and the nature of

turbulence in flows over immersed objects. For this, we’ll need every

trick in the book so far.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. To derive our kinematic constraint, we took the assumption

that the viscous effects drop to zero in the far field. As a result,

the Reynolds tensor should increase as one moves out into the

far field. Is this correct, given the form of dipole flow?

3. Is the sum of two dipole flows also a potential flow? Howwould

this be useful for calculating the flow caused by the motion of

a group of distant objects, like airplanes?

4. What do you think would be the dominant behavior in the far

field if we allowed the immersed object to expand/contract?

You can make your life easier if you assume the expansion is

really slow, so that the flow is still approximately steady.
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5. Why can’t we use potential flow to describe behavior in the near

field, i.e. very close to the object?

6. Instead of picking the irrotational kinematic constraint, we

could have also simply stated∇2~v = 0. Why didn’t I do that?

7. Instead of all this math, we could have tried doing a control

volume analysis over some volume enclosing the object to get

all the relevant information we needed. Why wouldn’t that be a

good idea?

8. For the moving object case, consider a weather vane stuck on

some fixed point in the far field while the object moves past it.

What do you intuitively think happens to the weather vane as

the objects moves past it, and how does the animation above

help validate your intuition?

9. How do some of the other irrotational flows look like? Use

the equations above to get a sense of what happens when you

increase `.

Further Reading&Context

Irrotational flow is a huge topic in introductory fluidmechanics texts,

largely as a result of its analytical tractability and its ease of use in
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classroomsettings; see [37], [47], [33], [2], [34], [21], [38], [5], [49], [53],

and [72] amongmany others for an introduction to these. Sometimes

irrotational flow is also called inviscid or ideal flow; for incompress-

ible fluids, irrotational flows and inviscid flows are identical. Note

the presence of Bernoulli’s equation in this chapter—for irrotational

flow, Bernoulli’s equation holds everywhere, while the "traditional"

Bernoulli approximation (see the Further Reading & Context section

of Chapter 5) applies only to flow along a streamline. See [33] for

a discussion on the distinction. Using the irrotational flowmodel

in regions near the object leads to inconsistent physical predictions

such as d’Alembert’s paradox—that irrotational flow never induces

drag on an immersed object. See [5] or [38] for a discussion of this

paradox.

For an introduction to the usage of asymptotics and perturbation

theory in fluidmechanics, see [68] or [41], and for a general introduc-

tion into asymptotics&perturbation theory, see [6] or [55]. �ename

"dipole flow" comes from its mathematical equivalency to the elec-

tric field generated by a dipole—see [22] for a discussion of dipolar

electric fields. See [37] and [47] for more content on spherical har-

monics in fluid mechanics. �e use of the vapor shell here is largely

pedagogical, to demonstrate the inevitable existence failure of far

field flow near the object; true vapor shells exist and occur, but are

not predicted well by the equation described in this text due to the
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failure of incompressibility and other thermodynamic assumptions.

See [2] or [42] for a discussion of fluids where such a assumptions

fail.
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13
Near Field & Creeping Flow

“ADewDrop Falling from a Bird’sWingWakes Rosalie,
who Has Been Asleep in the Shadow of a Spider’s Web",
JoanMiró.
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Using the mathematical tools of asymptotics and perturbation the-

ory, we’ve managed to find what the flow past rigid stationary ob-

jects—or the flow caused by rigid moving objects—looks like far

away from those objects, in the region called the far field. Now we’d

like to try and see if we can pull the same tricks to get the shape of

flow in the region immediately next to an object; a region perhaps

unsurprisingly referred to as the near field.

Figure 13.1: A rigid unmoving object is immersed in a uniform flow
of constant pressure. We are currently interested in obtaining ex-
pressions for the flow in the region near the object, here surrounded
by a transparent shell, called the near field. A spherical coordinate
system has been illustrated for convenience.

One of the key reasons fluid mechanicists are interested in solv-

ing flows in the near field is to calculate forces on immersed objects.
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Just aswe found inChapter 2, we’ll find that the force acting on an im-

mersed object results from integrating the tractions~ts on the surface

of the object. �e difference is that now we have additional contri-

butions to the surface traction stemming from the flow-induced

molecular forces in the fluid:

~F =
∫
A
~ts dA =

∫
A

(−pn̂ + τ · n̂) dA

Because these tractions are being evaluated at the surface of the

object, only the characteristics of the flow in the region immediately

next to the object’s surface are going to influence the force on the

object. Consequently, forces on objects are entirely determined by

near field flow, and so we have good reason to try and characterize it.

Sincewe’re dealingwith the samephysical scenario as before, that

of a steady uniformflowover a still rigid object (and itsmoving object

counterpart, by extension), we can try to use the same perturbation

flow approach we used before and expand the velocities and pres-

sures into background and perturbation parts. �is time, however,

the background velocity we’re perturbing off of isn’t the velocity at

infinity—we don’t care about what’s happening at infinity—it’s the

velocity on the surface of the object.

Luckily, we have a very robust requirement for the velocity field

near the object already. Our definition of fluid velocity we came up

with in the veryfirst chapter, as theweightedaverageof themolecules
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in a tiny "molecular "net", demands that the velocity transition con-

tinuously from the velocity of the object as we move away from it.

�is is called the no-slip condition, and for a still object, it means

that ~v = 0 on the surface of the immersed object. As a result, we can
take our background velocity to be no velocity at all; ~vb = 0.

For the background pressure pb, we don’t really have an obvious

choice. �e pressure assuredly changes over the surface of the object,

so there isn’t a single value of the pressure at the surface that we can

perturb off of. Consequently, we can simply take the background

pressure to be the pressure of the flow at infinity, applied everywhere,

since it’s the only pressure the physical set-up we’re considering is

"giving" us. �is has a considerable advantage in the sense that the

net force across the surface of the object caused by the background

pressure is identically zero, since the background pressure is the

same everywhere on the surface of the object and integrating a sur-

face normal over a closed surface is identically zero:

~Fpb =
∫
A
−pbn̂ dA = −pb

∫
A
n̂ dA = 0

�isalsohas theniceperk that∇pb = 0, so it falls out of theperturbed
Navier-Stokes equations.

Unfortunately, using the exact same physical set-up we used be-

fore for far field flow and these background quantities, we just wind

up getting the original Navier-Stokes + conservation of mass system
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of equations for the perturbation flow:

ρ∇~vε · (~vb + ~vε) = −∇pε + µ∇2~vε

∇ · ~vε = 0

�at certainly didn’t simplify things, but hopefully the following steps

will.

We’d like to introduce a kinematic constraint just as we did for

the far field case, but this time our constraint should be based on

the behavior of the flow immediately next to the object, rather than

the behavior far away from it. Because of the no-slip condition, the

entire velocity field necessarily drops to zero as wemove closer and

closer to the object, which in this case is just the perturbation velocity

field. �ismeans that we can always define a region in which ρ∇~v ·~v
is much smaller than µ∇2~v, nomatter what the values of∇~v,∇2~v, ρ

and µ are. �is is equivalent to saying that the Reynolds tensor is

effectively zero in this region, and it is precisely this region that we’ll

consider as the near field.

With this inmind, it seemspretty obvious to takeasourkinematic

constraint that∇~v · ~v = 0. If we do that, we’ll obtain the following:

0 = −∇pε + µ∇2~vε

∇ · ~vε = 0

∇~vε · ~vε = 0
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�is form of the Navier-Stokes equation might look familiar—it’s

exactly the formwe had when we were solving for Hagen-Poiseuille

flow. �e difference is that nowwe don’t have the unidirectionality in

the flow that we had when solving for pipe flow, so we can’t take this

partial differential equation and turn it into an ordinary differential

equation as we did before. Flows that we construct using this system

of equations are usually called creeping flows or Stokes flows.

Doing a cute mathematical trick makes it really easy to solve for

the pressure in a creeping flow. If you take the divergence of both

sides of the Navier-Stokes equation for creeping flow, you get:

∇ · 0 = ∇ · −∇pε + ∇ · µ∇2~vε

∇ · 0 = ∇ · −∇pε + µ∇2 (∇ · ~vε)

∇2pε = 0

�at last equation for the pressure is exactly the same equation that

we had for the velocity potential in far field flow, Laplace’s equation!

As a result, we know that the perturbation pressure has the same

general expression as the velocity potential from far field flow:

pε =
∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

A`mr
` + B`m

r`+1

Y m
` (θ, ϕ)

Using the general solution to Laplace’s equation in the form of spher-

ical harmonics, you could then plug this solution for the perturbative
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pressure into the (simplified) Navier-Stokes equation, and you’d get

your answer for the velocity field. Easier said than done, but I digress.

However, there’s a catch. �e problem is that unlike irrotational

flow, some Stokes flows don’t necessarily cause a perturbation in the

pressure! To prove it, take a look at what happens if we a priori as-

sume that the perturbative flow has a constant perturbative pressure

(including the possibility that it’s zero), and so∇pε = 0. With this
assumption, we wind up finding:

0 = −∇pε + µ∇2~vε

0 = ∇2~vε

∇2vεr = ∇2vεθ = ∇2vεϕ = 0

�atmeans that, in the case of Stokes flows with uniform pertur-

bative pressure, each component of the perturbation velocity satis-

fies Laplace’s equation, whose solutions have the exact same general

forms as the solutions for the pressure—an infinite sum of solid har-

monics. Most of the time, fluid dynamicists refer to each of these

velocity fields as the homogeneous ~vh part for the uniform-pressure

contribution and inhomogeneous ~v 6h part for the varying-pressure

contribution of the near field flow:

~vε = ~vh + ~v 6h

∇2~vh = 0, ∇2~v 6h = ∇pε
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pε(r, θ, ϕ) = ph + p 6h(r, θ, ϕ)

Solving both equations for each of the components of the pertur-

bation velocity nets you the following general form for creeping flow

velocity fields, which is often called Lamb’s general solution. To skip

you the trouble, I’ve written it below, where ~r represents the position

vector.1 Be warned; this is really ugly.

~vε =
n=∞∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

(n + 3)r2∇ [Anmr
n Y m

n (θ, ϕ)]
2µ(n + 1)(2n + 3)

− n~rAnmr
n Y m

n (θ, ϕ)
µ(n + 1)(2n + 3)

+

n=∞∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

(n− 2)r2∇ Bnm Y
m
n (θ, ϕ)

2rn+1µn(1− 2n)
+ (n + 1)~rBnm Y

m
n (θ, ϕ)

rn+1µn(2n− 1)


+ B0m~r

2r
+

n=∞∑
n=−∞

n∑
m=−n

∇
Cnmrn + Dnm

rn+1

Y m
n (θ, ϕ)


+

n=∞∑
n=−∞

n∑
m=−n

∇×
~r

Enmr
n + Fnm

rn+1

 Y m
n (θ, ϕ)


Not only does this look like mathematical logorrhea, it also contains

six distinct infinite sequences of coefficients. However, take a look at

that∇
(
Cnmr

n + Dnm
rn+1

)
Y m
n (θ, ϕ) term inside of the third sum. �is

term, which is part of the homogeneous velocity field, has the same

exact form as the general solution of far field flow in the previous

chapter; it’s the gradient of a velocity potential! As a result, the gen-

eral solution for the flowvelocity in the near field includes the general

solution for the velocity in the far field. �at doesn’tmean thatwe can
1Technically, the B0m term always has to be 0 since the corresponding flow fails to satisfy

conservation of mass due to a mathematical quirk in vector calculus.
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accurately describe far field flows using the creeping flow equations,

though; flows of this form always induce pressure variations in the

far field thanks to Bernoulli’s equation, while the near field flows

of this type never induce anything but uniform pressure changes

everywhere by virtue of being part of the homogeneous velocity field.

In any case, we could try to take the general solution we got above

and use the boundary conditions in the problem to restrict it into

some relatively specific formwe can derive conclusions about, like

we did for far field flow. Unfortunately, we’ll find that’s not possible

in general for two reasons.

�e first is that the boundary condition associatedwith the object

in the near field, that the velocity drop to zero on the surface of the

object, doesn’t yield a massive restriction on the coefficients in the

general solution of creeping flows. �is is because our solution for

the flow can still go to infinity at the origin if the origin is within the

object, since the flow isn’t defined there anyways. �at means that

we can have terms that both grow and decay as we move closer to

the origin, unlike what we found for far field flow (which just decays

whenmoving closer to infinity). We can still use the condition that

~v = 0 on the object’s surface to restrict the form of the flow, but it can

only be done on a case-by-case basis as prescribed by the geometry

of the object.

�e second reason is associated with what near field flow should
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look like as wemove away from the near field—intuitionmight tell

you that the near field flow needs to eventually look like the imposed

uniform flow as wemove away from the object. But this isn’t neces-

sarily true! Remember that our expressions & assumptions for near

field flow are only valid in the region immediately next to the object,

so expecting the near field flow to turn into the flow we prescribe at

infinity is foolish in general. �e near field flow should transition

into something in a region somewhere between the near field and

the far field, which will then turn into a dipole flow in the far field,

which will then turn into a uniform flow at infinity.

�at being said, sometimes constraining the near field flow by

what it does at infinity isn’t a terrible approximation—fluidmechani-

cists do it all the time, and often come up with neat mathematical

tricks to make the solutions constrained by the flow at infinity more

accurate. However, doing so often leads to apparent paradoxes and

nonsense results, so one needs to tread lightly in case one of these

paradoxes pops up in your studies.

To give you an example, take a look at two different steady flows

over a rigid unmoving cylinder, when one of these flows has a larger

uniform velocity at infinity:
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Figure 13.2: Sketches of two experimentally observed flows past a
sphere; the flow on the right has a larger background velocity. �e
flow on the left matches the Stokes prediction everywhere in the
near field using the boundary condition that the perturbative flow
decay at infinity. �e flow on the right does not, even in the near field
region.

�e solution one finds from the general form of creeping flows,

combined with applying boundary conditions based on the uniform

flow at infinity, matches the flow with no vortices almost identically

everywhere in the flow. However, it doesn’t really seem to match

the flow with the vortices; which would be fine, if the flows were

dissimilar only after some distance away from the object. However,

the flows don’t match even in the regionwe’d think they should, right

next to the object where we said that flows are always creeping flows.

How could this be happening?

�e reason is that theflow in that region that isn’t quite the near or

the far field is different, which means that the boundary conditions

for the creeping flow in the near field change! So the flow immedi-

ately next to either sphere is still a creepingflow, they’re just different
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creepingflows because the boundary conditions for the creepingflow

induced by the flow in the not-quite-near/not-quite-far region are

different. I haven’t seen this mentioned in other fluid mechanics

books, but I like to call it the matching paradox.

All of this should be motivation enough to dig into what flows

look like in the not-quite-near, not-quite-far region. Formally, this

region is often called the boundary layer, and it contains perhaps the

most notable feature of flows past rigid immersed objects; wakes.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. How would you estimate some characteristic length represent-

ing how far the near field extends from the object?

3. Given the form of τ we found before, what does τ · n̂ look like
as a function of the velocity? What does it convey physically

about the flow-induced forces on the object?

4. What other choices for the background pressure could you

make, and howwould they be better or worse than the choice

wemade?
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5. How are the assumptions that wemade to get the creeping flow

equations here different from the assumptions we made to get

the same equations in pipe flow?

6. What parts of the perturbation pressure induce a net force on

an immersed objects?

7. When solving for creeping flow over a sphere, one can find a

unique solution that both matches the boundary conditions

both at infinity and at the surface of the object. Why is this

solution only valid in the near field, given what we know about

the flow behavior in the far field?

Further Reading&Context

In most fluid mechanics texts, near field flows are not discussed as

Stokes/creeping flows; they are discussed as boundary layer flows,

which use different, more restrictive kinematic assumptions (see the

Further Reading & Context section of Chapter 14). �at being said,

Stokes/creepingflows are an important part of fluidmechanics—and

are usually used to model flows that are either "very" slow or at the

microscale. In these texts, the Stokesflowapproximation is usedover

the entire flow field—near and far—producing useful models but

leading to matching paradoxes such as the Stokes paradox and the
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Whitehead paradox. �e usage of the phrase "matching paradox" is

non-standard and is introduced in this text—it encompasses not just

paradoxes arising from near field flow, but also from far field flow,

such as d’Alembert’s paradox (see the Further Reading & Context

section at the end of Chapter 12). See [37], [5], [47], [34], or [32] for

an introduction to this usage of Stokes flows, and see [26], [31], [59]

or [23] for more advanced specific texts on using Stokes/creeping

flowmodels at the microscale. �e reader may find Lamb’s general

solution in [37] or [26], albeit not written as explicitly as it is here.

Further elaboration on the mathematics of Stokes/creeping flows

can be found in [41]. Experimental observations of the recirculation

zone sketched in Figure 13.2, andwhen it begins to formas a function

of a Reynolds number, can be found in [65]. �e no-slip condition

here is justified as a result of averaging arguments based on the

continuum approximation, which is unconventional—more detailed

discussions on the physical phenomenology of the no-slip condition,

and different rationalizations for it, can be found in [32] and [40].
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14
Boundary Layers, Lift, &

Drag

“Airplane Synchromy in Yellow-Orange",
StantonMacdonald-Wright.
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Nowthatwe’ve said everythingwecanaboutflows far from immersed

objects and flows near immersed objects, it makes sense to try and

understand thefloweverywhere inbetween. Even thoughwewon’t be

able tomake toomany quantitative statements about it—themath is

way too complicated in that region—we will be able to make a couple

of general statements about it.

�e term boundary layer is often used as a catch-all term for any

region between the surface of the object and the background flow at

infinity, but here we use it specifically to refer to the regions in the

fluid that are neither described by near or far field flow assumptions.

Most of the time, this region is illustrated or described as a velocity

field thatmonotonically increases inmagnitude from0 at the surface

of the object to the background speed. Such a description is both

shockingly common and always incorrect.

Although this can be proved rigorously, it suffices to look at the

form of far field flow we derived two chapters ago; the velocity in

the far field increases as we get closer to the object. As a result, the

flow speed can’t just increase slowly until it gets to the background

flow speed as wemove away from the object. It needs to increase in

the near field, and then keep increasing until it gets to a speed that’s

larger than the background speed somewhere within the boundary

layer, and then decay into the background speed in a way consistent

with our expressions for far field flow. �ere isn’t a consistent name
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for this, but I like to call it the speed bump.

Figure 14.1: Two sketches of velocity profiles in the boundary layer.
�e common representation on the left assumes that the flow speed
is always something between 0 (at the object surface) and the back-
ground flow speed U (at infinity). �emore accurate representation
on the right demonstrates the flow speed "overshooting" the back-
groundflow speed and then decaying into the backgroundflow speed
U at infinity, consistent with our findings for far field flow. �is is
the so-called "speed bump".

Another qualitative feature of boundary layer flow that plays an

important role in fluid dynamics is that it can reverse directions. In

such a scenario, the near field flow around the object is pointing in

the opposite direction as the far field flow associated with the ob-

ject/flow, and so the flow needs to "turn around" somewhere in the

boundary layer—this was the case for the sphere with a vortex pair
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behind it that we saw in the last chapter, for example. Because the

velocity changes continuously, as the flow "turns around", there has

to be some point at which the flow velocity becomes zero whenmov-

ing away from the object. Around these points, the fluid effectively

behaves as if it were near the surface of an imaginary object, and so

any fluid bounded by the object and these imaginary surfaces effec-

tively becomes locked in within it. �is phenomenon is called flow

separation, as the fluid flow appears to "separate" off of the object,

and the flow bounded within the zero-velocity surfaces is said to be

recirculating flow. Unsurprisingly, the region of fluid bounded by

these surfaces is called the recirculation zone. �is is by-and-large

all we can generically say about steady flow in the boundary layer.

�at being said, we’re going to find that—just as in pipe flow—flow

in the boundary layer always becomes turbulent and unsteady once

certain conditions are met, and we can find those conditions using

the same technique we did for pipe flow; dimensional analysis.

Tomake things a little easier, let’s take a look at our tried-and-true

scenario of a fixed rigid object immersed in a fluidwith density ρ and

viscosityµ, with a background speedU and background pressure p∞.

But this time, we’ll specifically make the immersed object a sphere

with radiusR. �ese parameters define everything about the flow

around the sphere.

As we saw for pipe flow, the Navier-Stokes equation (and by ex-
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Figure 14.2: A sketch of the process of flow separation. Flow near
the object is pointing in opposite directions, indicating that there is
a region (the dotted line) where the flow velocity is zero within the
fluid. Flow bounded from above by the dotted line lies within the
recirculation zone, and fluid within this zone cannot leave it.

tension the physics of this problem) only involves pressure gradients,

not the absolute pressure. And because the total pressure in the sys-

tem is the sum of an absolute background pressure that is uniform

everywhere and a perturbation pressure that isn’t, none of the pres-

sure gradients are affected by the value of the background pressure!

Consequently, the system is independent of the background pressure

as long as the pressure isn’t so low that the liquid boils.

�at leaves us with 4 dimensional parameters that define the flow

based on 3 units of measurement—length, mass, and time. If we
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Figure 14.3: Steady flow past a sphere of radius R. �e fluid has a
uniform density ρ and viscosity µ. At an infinite distance from the
object, the flow is uniform with speedU and pressure p∞. �is fully
defines the flow everywhere.

tried to construct a turbulence index ζ as a function of these four

parameters, we’d find that (thanks to the Buckingham Pi theorem)

the turbulence index can only be a function of a single dimensionless

number—the Reynolds numberRe.

ζ = f (Re) = f

ρUR
µ


Just like we saw in pipes, whether or not the flow past an immersed

sphere is steady or turbulent is entirely decided by the Reynolds

number. But the transition to turbulence in flow past spheres (and

immersed objects in general, for that matter) has a very rich struc-
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ture that doesn’t just go from "nice and clean" to "chaotic and unpre-

dictable". �is structure is largely present in all flow transitions for

flows past immersed objects.

For steadyflowpast a sphere, theflowtakesoneof two forms—flow

with no recirculation zone at the lowest Reynolds numbers, or flow

with a small recirculation zone in the back consisting of two counter-

rotating vortices at the small-but-not-smallest Reynolds numbers.

When the Reynolds number increases enough, we find that the flow

Figure 14.4: Two forms of steady flow past an immersed sphere. For
the smallest Reynolds numbers, the flowdoes not recirculate, and the
flow lines are symmetric in the "front" and "back" of the sphere. As
the Reynolds number increases, a recirculation zone (or wake) forms
behind the sphere, composed of two counter-rotating vortices.

fails to be steady, but in a peculiar way—the vortices in the recircu-

lation zone begin to wiggle perpendicular to the flow, and "detach"

from the object, forming a streak of vortices called a von Karman vor-

tex street. �ese emitted vortices travel downstreammany distances

longer than the radius of the sphere, and are the beginning of what

we might recognize in common parlance as a wake. Although this
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flow is turbulent, it is quite simple and structured, and can be stud-

ied theoretically (although we will not do so here). As the Reynolds

Figure 14.5: Flow past an immersed sphere at Reynolds numbers
where flow begins to become unsteady. �is unsteadiness begins
to manifest as a von Karman vortex street, which is an unsteady,
periodic downstream "emission" of counter-rotating vortices off of
the back of the sphere. �is forms amuch larger recirculation zone
than in the steady flow case.

number increases further, the structure of the vortices being emitted

from the back of the object decompose into a turbulent chaotic mess,

and the flow appears to look well-behaved everywhere except for in

a longmessy "tail" immediately behind the object—this is a proper

wake. Finally, increasing the Reynolds number even more results

in the flow becoming turbulent everywhere in the boundary layer,

not just in the wake. In this final stage, the flow has become fully

turbulent and behaves very much as it does in turbulent pipe flow,

where it possesses very little structure or order anywhere. �ese last

two stages of turbulence are commonly referred to as subcritical and

supercritical, respectively.

Given that dimensional analysis gave us a way to at least classify
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Figure 14.6: Subcritical (left) and supercritical (right) turbulent flow
past an immersed sphere. In subcritical flow, the flow behind the
sphere possesses a large recirculation zone (or wake) filled with
chaotic unsteady flow, but the flow outside of this zone is steady.
In supercritical turbulent flow, the flow everywhere in the boundary
layer is turbulent.

observed flows past an immersed sphere, perhaps it will be useful

to answer another extremely important question about flow past

immersed objects; the forces that fluids exert on them.

Usually, the forces on an immersed object are split up into com-

ponents that are parallel and perpendicular to the background flow

direction—the parallel component is usually called the drag force,

and the perpendicular component is called lift force. Drag and lift

are both just different components of the same force, caused by both

pressure-induced tractions and flow-inducedmolecular interaction

tractions on the surface of the object. �e general equation for the

force on an immersed object is then:

~F =
∫
A
~ts dA =

∫
S
−pn̂ + τ · n̂ dA

~F =
∫
A
−pεn̂ + µ

(
∇~vε +∇~vTε

)
· n̂ dA
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Notice the similarity to the expression we found in Chapter 2 for

buoyant forces on a submerged object; this formula is a generalized

version of it accounting for fluid flow.

However, we can’t solve for the flow in the boundary layer, and so

wedon’t really have a chance toderive anything for thenet force acting

on the object and its lift/drag components using this expression.

But we can use dimensional analysis, coupled with some situational

assumptions, to get surprisingly general expressions.

For example, we can try to find how many independent things

with units of force we can construct out of the set of 4 dimensional

parameters we have available for flow past a sphere. It turns out we

can only make two, µUR and ρU 2R2. �is means that either the lift

or the drag force on a sphere can be represented in the following

form:

Fd or Fl = ∑
n∈R

αn
(
ρU 2R2

)n (µUR)1−n

�is is correct, but essentially useless; we need some other assump-

tions to get a workable, specific expression. One assumption we

could make is that the surface tractions coming from the viscous

effects are much smaller than those coming from the pressure per-

turbations; mathematically, that µ|
(
∇~v +∇~vT

)
| · n̂ << |p|n̂ on

the surface of the sphere. �is is true if the viscosity is very small,

or if the average velocity gradient on the surface of the sphere is on

average zero because the flow in the boundary layer is chaotically
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flipping direction. In either scenario, the Reynolds number would

be very large.

In this scenario, the drag/lift force is independent of the viscos-

ity, and so anything dependent of it must have no bearing on the

drag/lift force—namely, theµUR term. As a result, for highReynolds

numbers, we expect the drag and lift to have the following form:

Fd or Fl = α1ρU
2R2

where α1 is a numerical constant independent of any of the other

physical parameters in the system, a consequence of the dimensional

crisis caused by removing the viscosity. �is kind of drag, which is

quadratic in the velocity, is usually called Newtonian drag.

Alternatively, we can consider what happens when the viscosity

is very large, or when the Reynolds number is very low. In such a sce-

nario, the terms dependent on the viscosity in the above sum should

dominate, and anything independent of the viscosity shouldn’t in-

fluence the drag force; particularly, the ρU 2R2 term. Removing the

only parameter that solely appears in this expression, the density, we

find the following expression for the drag/lift force at low Reynolds

numbers:

Fd or Fl = α0µUR

whereα0 is also just a number. �is kind of drag is called Stokes drag,

and it is linear in the velocity of the object/background flow. If one
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attempts to solve for Stokes flow over a sphere assuming the near

field flow equations apply everywhere (which is incorrect), onewould

find that α0 = 6π for the drag force relationship.
Usually, fluidmechanicians plot the drag (or lift) force in terms of

a nondimensional number called a drag (or lift) coefficientCd or Cl,

which is the drag force divided by ρU 2R2 or somemultiple of it:

Cd or Cl = Fd or Fl
ρU 2R2

�is nondimensionalization of the drag/lift force is convenient be-

cause Cd or Cl can only be a function of nondimensional parame-

ters constructed from the physical variables that describe flow past

a sphere. And there’s only one nondimensional parameter we can

make with those four variables; the Reynolds number.

If you were to plot the drag coefficient versus the Reynolds num-

berRe for a sphere based on experimental results, this is what you’d

find:

Drumroll again, please...
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Figure 14.7: �edrag coefficient as a function of theReynolds number
for a sphere, determined by experiment. At lowRe, the relationship
between the drag force& speed is linear, resulting in an inversely pro-
portional relationship between the drag coefficient and the Reynolds
number. At highRe, the drag force is quadratic in the speed, leading
to the drag coefficient being independent of the Reynolds number at
highRe.

�is is all consistent with what we expected from dimensional analy-

sis! Now wemight ask, how do any of these results change when the

object isn’t a sphere, but something totally different?

A simpleway to illustrate thismight be by consideringwhatwould

happen if I put a spherical "nose" on the sphere with a radiusR2, di-
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rectly in the front of the sphere. �isparameterR2 defines everything

about the nose, andR along withR2 fully define the geometry of this

new class of immersed object.

Figure 14.8: Flow past an immersed object consisting of a sphere
of radius R with a "nose" of radius R2. �e flow in this system is
uniquely defined by the same parameters as for the sphere, with the
addition of the "nose" radius.

If I did the whole dimensional analysis rigmarole I did for the

sphere for this new object, I’d find the same things except for the

presence of another, new dimensionless parameter: R2
R . More im-

portantly, if I tried to find expressions for the drag/lift force in the

limits of low and high Reynolds numbers, I’d get stuck with a bunch

of horrid sums again:
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Fd or Fl for low Re = ∑
n∈R

αn (µUR)n (µUR2)1−n

Fd or Fl for high Re = ∑
n∈R

αn
(
ρU 2R2

)n (
ρU 2R2

2
)1−n

However, in either case, the α’s can only be a function of the only

dimensionless objects we can construct; the radii ratio R2
R . Because

of that, we can actually factor out a couple of things out of the sum!

Simplifying a bit, we’ll find that everything that isn’t a function of

either radius winds up on the outside:

Fd or Fl for low Re = µU
∑
n∈R

αnR
nR1−n

2

Fd or Fl for high Re = ρU 2 ∑
n∈R

αnR
2nR21−n

2

Everything that’s within the sums is only a function of the geometry

of the object, and so can be grouped into a geometric factor Γwhich
we choose to have units of length. With this, we find that:

Fd or Fl for low Re = µUΓlow

Fd or Fl for high Re = ρU 2Γ2
high

�egreat thing about this is that, ifwewere to add another geometric

feature to the immersed object (say, "ears"), we’d wind up finding

the exact same thing, albeit with a presumably more complicated
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geometric factor involving more geometric parameters. As a result,

one can construct whatever kind of immersed object onewants using

features, each defined by a single length, and the above results will

still hold! For example, this indicates that at the very low and very

high Reynolds number limits, the drag/lift force dependence on the

viscosity, density, and speed are independent of the shape of the

object. Anywhere in between, the geometry of the object does affect

those relationships by affecting the values of the αn’s.

�ings To�ink About

1. Howdoes the artwork displayed in the beginning of the chapter

relate to the concepts described here?

2. What do you think affects the magnitude of the speed bump,

andwhy? Doyou expect to be bigger at lowerReynoldsnumbers

or higher ones?

3. What physical phenomena do you think affect flow separation?

How could you encourage or ameliorate it?

4. Do you think that altering the geometry of an object can remove

someof the "stages" of flowbetweennon-recirculating and fully

turbulent? How or why not?
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5. Whydo you think thedrag coefficient for a sphere sharply drops

after the flow becomes supercritically turbulent?

6. Approximating a swimmer as a funny-looking sphere, does a

swimmer experience Stokes drag, Newtonian drag, or some-

thing in between?

Further Reading&Context

�eboundary layer is often defined as a region that includes the near-

field, and is described in that scenario using amodel that includes

both viscous and inertial effects, albeit in a highly simplified way.

Often, the assumption is that the flow there is two-dimensional,

laminar & steady among other things—which leads to the derived

assumption that such a boundary layer does not perturb the pressure

field, and that a speed bump does not occur. An introduction to

this perspective can be found in many introductory fluid dynamics

textbooks ([37][47][33][21][2][34]). A comprehensive and voluminous

elaboration of the subject of boundary layers can be found in [61].

Real images captured of the emergence of unsteady phenomena in

flows past immersed objects can be found in [69] and [60]. With the

exception of scaling factors in lift/drag coefficients and the idea of a

geometric factors, which is not discussed in a general way in other

introductory texts to my knowledge, lift & drag on an immersed
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body are covered here in a way essentially equivalent to that in other

texts ([47][33][21][5][2][34][53][72][49]). �e graph shown in Fig.14.7

is the "standard drag curve", constructed from a dozen experimental

studies of flow past a sphere—see [11] for its form& detailed list of

sources. For actual calculatedexamplesof geometric factors and their

influence in theflowof asymetrically objects in amicrohydrodynamic

context, see [31].
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